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Four Iranian students face
deportation proceedings
KvKOKDOLLAR

Signs of the times
Visual ami vocal efforts to lead the crowd in an anti-Iran
spirit, student organizers demonstrate in the ravine.

Students rallied for over an hour with no interference from
the opposition

Senate finds open house
concern among students
lly Id 'H IIOI.I ,\R
News l-.clilin
The Sluoent Senate visited campus
residents Tuesday, nighl during their
annual Senate f >nor To l)oor Night and
'"iirid open house hours very much on
the minds of students, according to
Student Association President Chris

K renter
"The pur|xisc is to improve the lines
of communications between the
senators and their constituents," said
Kremer about the event
He added. "Door To Door Night has
become an annual event in the senate
It has always provided us with another
method nl obtaining student opinion
and concern "
Kremer slated that the senators
(Kissed out (|ueslioiinaires to Students
that dealt primarily with the topics of
possible campus issues, as well as the
student recognition level of student
government at the I'niversity
He added that the questionnaire was
devised by a I'niversity public relations
class
Concerning the preliminary results of
the questionnaire response Kremer
said. "Overwhelmingly, the issue the
students were most concerned with was
open house hours
Keactions on this topic ranged from
demands for co-ed dorms to requests
for the need for more and longer open
house hours, according to Kremer

Kremer said that 1150 responses weie
obtained regarding the questionnaire,
with more responses being possibly
.-ought at a later date
On other issues that troubled
student!, Kremer said. "lYeliminary
results show other areas of student
concern are food service and night-time
lighting "
He added that a number of students
also expressed concern about the
parking situation on campus, as well as
DM- weekend hours of the Begley
Building and similar facilities.
It was also mentioned by Kremer that
many students were totally unaware of
who the student government leaders
were at the University
Kremer Stressed the value of Senate
Door To Door Night and staled. "It was
a success in thai it reinforced student
concern on many issues
He added that the Student Senate
received "good feedback" from
students with vigorous comments being
frequently
interjected
on
the

questionnaire
One student commented. "Why don't
we modernize and have a 24 hour open
house policy
Let's open up and allow
IM'ople to really live on campus."
\nother student wrote. "The open
house regulations on this campus are
the worst I've ever seen They treat us
like we were in the second grade when
it comes to open house. What you do

with your girlfriend is no business of the
school and shouldn't Is- controlled by
them and it can't Because if it's not the
dorm room, then it's A C parking lot."

Loan exit interviews
scheduled
Kxil Interviews for those National
Direct and Nursing Student Loan
borrowers
who
will
complete
graduation in December 1979, will be
held in Itoom 122 I Conference I Jones
Building in accordance with the
following schedule: Dec 6. 1-4 pm
Dec 7. 10-12 am . Dec 10. 14 p.m
l.oan recipients who leave without
conducting this very Important Kxit
Interview may have their transcript
and diploma held until this requirement
has been fulfilled

Questions: NDSI. Accts
JoneS 1122 2415

r

Room 113

News Kditor
Knur I'niversity Iranian students
have received notices from the Immigration and Naturalization Office in
l-nuisvillethal deportation proceedings
will he initiated against them, according to Dr. (ieorge K Campbell.
I'niversity director of international
education
Campbell slated that although he had
not talked to all of the individuals the
four students
had
"evidently"
registered at the University as partlime students
All foreign students attending school
in the I'nited States are required by
their student visas to be full-time
students
Campbell had previously noted that,
ol the :«> Iranians attending the
University, it was his belief that many
of them might l>e in danger of facing
deportation hearings due to dropping to
a |iarl lime student status because of
language difficulties
However, in the wake of the actions
taken by the immigration authoities in
Louisville, he stated. "I think they were
primarily looking for those students
who bad not registered as full-time "
Concerning the I'niversity students
who had registered as full-lime
students and then dropped to part time
status without any action taken against
them thus far by immigration officials.
Campbell noted. "I would assume that
immigration was following more I Inspirit of the law "
He added. "They were giving the
students the benefit of the doubt."
further stating that the majority of
Iranian students that complied with
immigration's request to verify their
status by traveling to l-ouisvilk- were
not the ones that the office was after
Campbell said that
the Iranian
students that were causing trouble and
violating their visas would probably not
travel to l^iuisville in compliance with
immigration's order, thus possibly

II. ...led that President Carters
ii-ri'f .I'-IIOI -if freezing Iranian assets
n ' t.i-. rtinill v -vould not aflci t students
attending - honl on scholarship ninnies
since
ii nhe>
concerned
wi»l
cdiico'ional purposes and diplomaiit
missions was immune to the order and
could t>e released
< oncerning the generous response of
some local |»-opli- in respect to the
plight of Iranian students. Campbell
said that they were just expressing
Iheir opinions that "they were not in
agreement with (he harassment of
Iranian and other Middle Kasternstudents "
According to Hoy Schremp. acting
officer in charge of the Immigration
and Naturalization Office in Louisville
the deportation hearings will begin on
Dec 4
Schremp lurther stated that the
names of individuals who are having
depori.ilion proceedings lodged against
them could not IK- released because ol
departmental policy, as well as the
Itight To Brivocy Act
"We won't release any names to the
press or to anyone else as tar as that
goes.' said Schremp
Schremp also staled that his office
was not going by any general rule in
such in dividing which students would
have deportation proceedings initiated
.igainst ihem
He .idditl that each Iranian sludeni
was interviewd personally and staled
"Kveryone is considered on a cast* by
case basis
l.asi week, it was reported that up
proximately 5o Iranian students
studying in Kentucky would have
deportation proceedings initialed
against them, according In 'ri
migration official Dewey Wot ring
Wofring also reportedly stated lh.il
an administrative low judge will lie
brought in I mm Miami Ma to preside
over the hearings in Louisville

Richmond police
make extra patrols off campus
B\ Id ill Did I \l(
News t ttiini
The Kichmond Police Department is
conducting more patrols of neigh
Imrboods w'here Iranian students reside

Periscope
"frogs" is the till.- of feature
cdiioi Brian Blair's column this
week. Tum lo page three for
more on a story annul Ihe girl
who rescues these amphibians,

explaining the leniency of that office
towards students that did comply with
the order
According to Campbell, the four
Iranian students facing the deportation
hearings are still currently attending
classes at the I'niversity and should
receive a notice within the next few
weeks Irom immigration authorities on
when In appear for their hearings
"I gather they're doing these
'deportation proceedings* rather
quickly.'' added Campbell
Campbell also stated that he had
learned that two Iranians attending
high school in the area had also
received notices for deportation
proceedings, thus bringing the total
number of Iranians from Richmond
with scheduled hearings to six
He added, though, that the two high
school students were not the respon
Kihility nor in the jurisdiction of the
I nivcrsily/fis the lour other Iranians
were
Concerning the recent outbreaks of
harassment and threats against
Iranian and other Middle Kastern
students at the I'niversity. Campbell
said, "Generally, things are pretty
iRiiet now Hopefully, they'll stay that
way
li was disclosed by Campbell,
however, that he has. received
numerous telephone calls from people
m Kichmond volunteering 10 help him
in respect In the Iranian students on
campus
He stated that one local family invited several Iranian students to he
guests lor Thanksgiving dinner
One local church has also offered
assistance in any way that it can be
helpful, added Campbell
Campbell noted that this help may
prove valuable as tune goes on. since
the Iranian government is preventing
money Irom leaving the country, thus
hampering Iranian students who
depend on parents sending them money
for school and living purposes
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off campus, according to Police Chief
Kussell I .a no
Lane staled that the patrols were put
in
operation
Strictly
as
"a
precautionary
measure'"
and
originated from a requesl by Doug
Whitlock. executive assistant to
I'niversity President J.C I'nwell
Whitlock asked that police pay more
attention lo certain apartment complexes occupied by Iranian students in
order lo prevent any possible trouble,
said Lane
l.ane added that no additional
manpower was added in order lo
conduct the patrols, but that officers
patrol the specified areas *rnore
frequently

"That s about what it's amounted
lo." I«ine said
l.ane identibed Ihe Village Square
Apartments and Odessa Place Apart
merits as two places where patrols arc
lieing made more often because nl the
Iranian imputation living there
According lo |.anc. only one incident
has been reported to Kichmond |mhce
concerning violence or harassmi nl of
an Iranian student
He stated thai he fell the incident was
directly related lo the crisis situation in
Iran
l-anc said that an Iranian student
suffered a broken hand in a fight tit the
Family Dog Bar about two weeks ago
ISaa. Police, page 14)

Education, important subject in building dedication
ttv mui tun i \K
News l-iliini
"I have done very little to earn Ihe
honor of having this building named
after me.'" stated 7th District
Congressman Carl I)
Perkins ad
dressing a crowd of Kenluckians
Sunday during the dedication services
ol the University's newest addition to
its campus
Perkins humbly accepted Ihe honor
with ihe "understanding" that the new
$5 5 million Carl I) Perkins Building
Mould be a credit to the hard work of his
many colleagues in Congress, as well as
• hat of people on Ihe local front
Thus, ihe three-story brick service
building officially became a part of the
I'niversity campus that Perkins
referred to as "the most beautiful
university in Kentucky."
The new building will lealure Ihe
University's
computer
services,
television and radio division. Ihe
Jonathan Truman Dorris Museum and
special education programs.
Iteportedly. University officials
statedthat themnvetothe new building
will begin next week, with Ihe liklihood
lhal some divisions will not be com
pleted until summer
The ceremony, which was preceded
by a luncheon, was attended by a
number of prominent Kenluckians and
friends of the I'niversity who came to
honor the namesake of the building, the
7lh District Congressman from Knott
County
Among the guests were Gov, Julian
Carroll. State Senator and President
Kmeritus of the University Robert
Martin, former Gov Karle Clements.
Hlh District Congressman Larry
Hopkins. John V Brown Sr . architect
Wilson Bond. Northern Kentucky
University President AD Albright.

Mrs Bert T Combs, as well as mem
hers of ihe University's Board of
Itegenls
Perkins was praised many limes
during Ihe dedication speeches for his
tremendous
support
of
higher
education
The veteran congressman was first
elected lo the House of Bepresentalives
in 1948and is currently Ihe chairman of
Ihe House Committee on Kducation and
Ubor
K.inking tilth u seniority among the
nation's representatives. Perkins has
either written or been involved in the
majority of the House's education
measures
President Kmeritus Robert Martin
praised Perkins as a politician who kept
in close touch with his constituents,
often knowing them on a first name
basis and always seeking to find out
iheir needs
Referring lo Perkins' record in
Congress
regarding
education
measures and other issues Martin said.
"His record speaks for itself."
Martin also stated. "Ladies and
gentlemen. I submit to you that no one
in Ihe Congress of the I'nited States has
done more for education than our
distinguished honoree this afternoon."
Gnv. Carroll said of Perkins. "He's
the hardest working member of the
I'nited Stales Congress." adding that
no individual in his lifetime had contributed more to the public service than
Perkins
Carroll also commented on the
uniqueness of Ihe new Perkins
Building
"This is a unique building in many
respects," said Carroll, adding that
taxpayers would be surprised by the
fact that it is already paid for.
He explained that the $5 5 million cost

was part of a $90 million state appropriation approved for the capital
construction needs of higher education
back in 1976

The companion

structure

lo

the

Perkins Building, the Arnim I)
Hummel Planetarium, was reportedly
linanced by institutional lunds, according lo Doug Whitlock. executive
assistant lo President .1 C. Powell
Carroll also told the crowd lhal it is
his belief that Kentucky has the best
educational system of higher education
in America
"The future of Kentucky is bright."
said
Carroll
referring
to
the
educational facilities and gains in Ihe
stale, as well as slate leaders like
Perkins
"We're not going lo take a backseat
lo any stale in Ihe I'nited States." he
added
Perkins,
though
attending
a
ceremony intended to honor him and
Ins achievements, had lime lo praise
others present at Ihe dedication
He stated that he does not know of
any governor in Ihe country that has
done more for education than Gov
Julian Carroll.
He also contended that many of the
educational gains achieved in Ihe stale
and country would never have occurred
without the determination of President
Kmeritus Robert Martin
"The people of Madison County and
Richmond can never give Dr Martin
the thanks that he rightfully deserves,
my friends," said Perkins.
University President J.C Powell,
referring lo Perkins, Carroll and
Martin, noted that it was a rare occasion when three individuals "who
individually and collectively" have
done so much for higher education were
brought together

At the dedication of the new $5.5 million public service and
continuing education building. Carl D. Perkins was honored
by having the building named after him The Seventh District

congressman has worked on legislation to benefit education
as chairman of Ihe House Kducation and Labor Committee
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Editorials,

County officials' actions
questioned after purging
B> DON MCNAY
Staff Writer
Many students have probably felt
at one time or another that the
altitude of (he people of Richmond
is give us your money, patronize our
businesses, but don*t expect to be
treated like any other citizen of the

community.
•\n example of how this attitude
holds true is a recent Progress news

Guest editorial
story which told of about 450 people
in the campus precinct who were
impropcrlv purged from the voting
rolls.
IX'spnc (he Kentucky law thai
requires thai voters being purged be
notified bv mail, ihe Madison
Count) Board of Elections did noi
send notices 10 those who were
registered
in the Campus 6a

precinct.
-\s a result. a number of properly
registered voters were taken off the
voting lisis and had IO go through a
King involved process in order 10 gel
theii names back on the list
Purged voters from other pre-

cincts were sent notices that they
were being purged; however, the
County Board of Elections considered the campus io be a special case.
Instead of going through the
normal purging procedure, the
Board sent the list to Donald Smith
in the Registrar's office and had his
people mark of I those who were no
longer students.
By doing this, a number of
non-siudcnts who were registered in
the precinct were laken from the list.
If the procedure set down by
Kentucky law was followed, those
people who were properly registered
would not have had to go through a
greai deal of unnecessary difficult)
in order to volt.
The officials of Madison County
realize ihe importance of registered
voters on campus. If they all were
registered and voted in a block.
students could control the election
ot every office in Richmond and
Madison County
Registered voters can also sign the
library petition thai is currently
being circulated, one thai Carlos
Barren. Board of Elections official,
has expressed his opposition to on a
number ol occassions.
W'hai is disturbing ahout the
entire situation is not iust thai 450

people were improperly purged
from the voting rolls, but the
attitude of the Madison County
Board of Elections towards students. It was considered by one
official to be a "waste of time and
money" to send notification to
ihose being purged in the campus
precinct, while purged voters in
every other precinct were given
proper notice.
Hopefully, this is not a reflection
of what all Madison County
officials think of students, but little
has been shown that disputes this
noint of view.
Perhaps county officials would
pay more attention to the campus
precinct if it showed some of its
voting potential in the next county
elections. In the meantime, it is
hoped that Madison County officials will give those people in the
campus precinct the notification
that the law requires.
The Madison County Board of
Elections should realize that laws
are for everyone and this means
students as well. It would be a good
idea for the officials of Madison
County to begin enforcing all laws,
instead of singling out specific ones
such as those which pertain to
possession of alcohol.

The mortal sin
timmrQgsS®Vv hai makes a person successful?
1 his question has been around for
a long time and has been debated.
no doubt, by scores of individuals
with no clcarcul answer ever arrived
at.
Is ii money ?
Could II be knowledge?
What about friends and family?
[hen, of course, one can't forget
about self-actualization or about the
feeling thai one obtains when it is
believed thai life is meaningful and
has a purpose.
Everyone mighl have their own
meaning
as
io
what
exactly
const ii incs a success.
Regardless ol this, not one person
on ihe earth can siaie in black and
while terms beyond a doubt exactly
whai makes a person successful.
This seems rather ironic, in the
sense, ilui most every person goes
through life with a purpose tp
hopelully one day obtain success
It's driven into a child at an early
age.
Do well in school, listen to your
elders and set your ambitions high.

Hut's supposed to be one
tormula that might lead to a bright
and successful future.
Parents and adults encourage
children to become lawyers, doctors, businessmen, politicians and
Other white collar occupations.
I hey
guide
them
with
an
unproven contention that an occupation and the monev that goes with
il is the key 10 being successful.
Ver) seldom is there ever the
mention of happiness
What you have, simply, is the
"blind leading the blind."
\ child must become a doctor o'
lawyer even though he might be
happier driving a truck or being a

fireman.
\ law ver pt doctor is a success
when compared toa truck driver, we
are led Io believe
Right?
People, throughout I heir lives,
beginning in childhood, are driven
bv a society-made cunipulsion to
win
Winning, of course, is equated a'
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success.
Often, it's even stressed to win at

all costs.
A person shouldn't settle for a job
driving a truck, if he can become a
doctor or even President of the
United Stales, so we are told.
But. there's just one little flaw in
this philosophy.
Everyone can't be a doctor or a
law ver or the President.
Someone has to sweep the floors,
drive ihe trucks, pick up ihe garbage
and perform the unglamorous jobs
in out society.
A.re these people to he considered
failures?
Regardless of the answer, many
times they arc made 10 feel like
failures.
It's no wonder, though
Think about college and the
tremendous pressure thai society
puts on a person io achieve and
become a success.
Colleges arc full of individuals
aspiring to be doctors, lawyers and
members of other professions.
Some will make it and some
won't.
Might this be one reason thai the
suicide rate among college people is
so high?
A family will speak highly of their
child - the doctor.
It's another story, though, for
their son - the drop-out or the street
sweeper.
An example that occurred several
years ago tells the story better than a
picture would.
One Californian, who was denied
entrance into medical school, killed
his younger brother before ending
his own life.
He reportedly took his brother's
life, so that the youngster would not
have to go through ihe trauma and
pressures of rejection that he faced
in his quest to have a successful life.
Why can't success be defined as
being and doing the best that one
can under his particular circumstances?
A person should not have to
prove himself to anyone but
himself.
If he is able to look at himself in
ihe mirror and know beyond a
doubt that he has done
his
best-then maybe that is what
success is all about.
As Joseph P. Kennedy Sr., father
of the late President John F.
Kennedy and the late Senator
Robert F. Kennedy, often told his
sons when they were young, failing
to do one's best was the mortal sin.
not losing.
"After you have done the best
you can," the elder Kennedy used to
say. "the hell with it."

editor's mailbag
Iran
Ih-ar Editor.
I am writing in regard to the present
situation in Iran
Although I am appalled and shocked
by what has i and is > taking place. I do
not (eel that the students of this campus, nor any other, could possibly do
any good by having anti-Iranian
protests
What good could one of these protests
hope to accomplish'' The Ir.niiaii
students here certainly did not have
anything to do wiih capturing the US
Embassy
So. why protest** If anything, all
students should pray for the safe return
of ihe I' S hostages, instead of holding
ridiculous anti-Iranian meetings.
Thank you for your time in reading
my letter
Sincerely.
J <' B . freshman
Case Hall

Demonstrations
iH'ar Editor.
This letter is a complaint in reference
io the recent student demonstrations
taking place here
Iranians here who desire sympathy
f'ir lheir cause are not likely to obtain it
through demonstration
By the same token, any anti-Iranian
ill-MII.nst rat ion is just as unlikely to
receive any favorable publicity and will
only create dissension among students
Although the situation in Iran is
obviously tragic. KKI is hardly the
place for such action No results of any
demonstration here will change the
stand of the I' S government on the
Iranian crisis, nor will they alter
Iranian attitudes toward the U.S.
Students need not take on the burden
of this futile political martyrdom
Protests such as these went out with
love-ins and mini-skirts.
If ihe students here are so concerned
about such international affairs, they
should be mature enough to seek more
rational ways of making their views
known
We should not be so sophomoric to
believe that our small campus rallies
will better such a serious crisis These
demonstrations can only bring conflict
and possible violence to the Eastern
community
EKE is an institution of learning, not
a backdrop for political protest. Surely

with the new decade fast approaching
we. as the next generation, can use our
newly gained knowledge and our youthful energy to live peacefully and sensibly
Sincerely.
JH Real

Women's sports
To the Editor
0V(" Champion' What does it mean"*
obviously it doesn't mean a thing here .
unless nf TOUTS* you are a MALE and in
a so called MAJOR sport
The Women's Cross Country team
finished third in the OVC Oct. 27. not an
outstanding
achievement.
but
respectable
Eastern did have the over-all individual winner of the race in senior .
Paula Gaston This is a very rare accomplishment and it is something that
she and her school should be proud of but after all of the two-a-day training
sessions through the ice and snow of
winter and the blazing heat of the
summer, through a continuous year
round rigor of sacrifices
WHO
CAKES'"
First of all. there is this little tinv
article in the Progress with the
heading; Men 4th. Women 3rd in OVC
Cross Country meet
Then it gives each indvidual's place
and finally, what we've all been waiting
for. . a one sentence statement about
our much to be Congratulated Ohio
Valley Conference Champion - Paula

Gaston!
What a joke.'' I said ouiloud to
Paula, as I glanced over the article,
which would take a slow reader about
30 seconds to read
Paula was hurt to say the least but I
was ■•Furious'" I couldn't believe it
Yet on the same page was a big article about the football team's low to
Murray icomplete with picture). Next
to that another article about an intramural fraternity football game
And last but not least, the front page
had an article about a guy who jogged a
3 18 marathon at New York
I'm all for people getting recognized
for their achievements but, "My God."
I think that your priorities are all
screwed-up!
Paula and others like her. such aa Sue
Schaefer All American Cross Country
runner her freshman year, but since
then has been injured-need more
support'
They are the pioneers of women's

sports, their accomplishments give
others Ihe motivation to succeed' If
women are not recognized, they and
Iheir sports will alwavs be considered

MINOR
So. I wish that the Progress will start
giving the successful women in sports a
lot more attention in the future
' Paula and other women like her wjrfc
as hard or harder than the men do I
should know I'm Paula's husband
Thank you.
Duane Gaston

Correspondence
wanted
l>ear Editor.
I am writing to ask a favor of your
newspaper At present I am incarcerated at FCE. Ashland and I
would like to correspond with ladies
going to school there
Nothing weird or freaky. I am looking
for ladies to write and share experiences and perhaps friendships
I would appreciate your printing this
in your paper
Thanks.

I. C Russell. No 32699-138
PC) Box888.1) unit
Ashland. Kentucky 41101

Bonk fan
I>ear Editor.
While reading the Progress, in the
Nov. 15 issue. I came across an article
concerning the lxiuisville Marathon
which took place Nov. 11.
I congratulate Duane Gaston in his
performance and for qualifying for the
Olympic Trials and I also congratulate
Ihe four I'niversity staff members who
participated and finished the 28-mile.
385 yard course.
However, I feel there has been an
omission and this omission is a runner
named Doug Bonk Doug, an Eastern
student and former Colonel runner,
placed second, just under two minutes
behind the winner
Considering this was his first
marathon. I thought he ran a fantastic
race, but I guess not good enough to get
his name mentioned in the article along
with the others
I think anyone who performed as well
M Doug should at least be recognized
for his accomplishment.
Good job Doug
A Doug Bonk fan
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Council approves
Men's Interdorm's
revised constitution
B> DEAN IIOI.T
staff Writer

The revised constitution of Men's
Interdnrm passed one obstacle on its
way to final approval Nov. 16 when a
vole of approval was made by the
( 'ouncil on Student Affairs, members of
the inlerdorm learned Tuesday.
Interdorm President Wayne Bartely
also told the members during its
meeting that the constitution will
"hopefully" be before University
President .1 <\ Powell by today
Provided that Powell approves the
document, final say upon the constitution would be made by the Hoard of
Itegenls during their January meeting
The proposed constitution would
rhange the voting procedure for inlerdorm and also the group's name, in
addition to other revisions over the
current constitution.
During the meeting, interdorm
members approved a revised House
Council constitution, which contained
changes which put that document in
line with the interdorm constitution
provisions
The House Council document's voting
provisions were also changed.
Also passed by the Council on Student
Affairs was a bill which changes the
hours m which the Powell lobby would
remain open. The bill provides that the
lobby Mould remain open until 2 am
Sunday through Thursday nights.
To compensate for the later night
hours, some hours will be taken away
Iron) other times the lobby is now open
For the bill to take effect. Powell
iniisi first give approval while the
regents' approval may also be
necessary

A special seminar will be conducted
Monday and Tuesday for students who
Will IN- graduating this December
Organized by the Office of Career
Development and Placement, the
graduate exit seminars are designed to
explain l he services that Ihe t'niversity
oilers students »fter graduation.
This is the first year the seminars are
l>ciin! conducted and speakers from
both the Career Development and
Placement office and the Office of
Muiniii Affairs will appear. Art Har-
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Interdorm Vice President John
Webster told the group that the
Hesironm Krgister. a publication which
is sponsored jointly with Women's
Inlerdorm. is planning a Christmas
edition containing information to help
hall residents complete any details
required in order for them to live in
campus residence halls for the spring
semester

vey, assistant director of the
development and placement office said
Students will also be given the opportunity to ask questions during the
one hour meeting
Monday's session will he held in the
• •rise Boom of the Combs Building at
J:3u pm while Tuesday's session,
which will be a repeat of (he Monday
gathering, will be held at the same
location but at -I .to p.m.
Attendance to the seminar is not
mandatory. Harvey said
Approximately 600 students are
expected to graduate in December.
Ilarvev added

Leaping
to save
the frogs

This past spring or thereabout,
she became the self-appointed Head
I rag Saver.
I el it he said here and now that
Head Frog Savers arc lew and far
between, since many people enjoy
the delicacy of frog legs.
Bui to Pain Barnes, "delicacy" is
a matter of watch-your-siep-andplcasc-don't-squash-thc-poor-polliwogs. Simply put. the 18-year-old
cx-Universily student would have
problems swatting an annoying fly,
much less an innocent young frog,
such is her gentle demeanor.
And whether they realize it or not.
the cxiihurcm tadpoles at her home
just oil' the Boston Koad near
Haul-lown owe her a croak of
thanks, if not their very lives.
No doubt about it.
I ike charily and so many other
things
in
today's
world, the
unofficial "Save the Baby Frogs"
campaign began at home, practically on her own back porch. To be
precise, the whole affair was set in
motion with the annual arrival of
tlie tadpoles themselves.
Mind you. we are not dealing with
a mere two or three frogs-to-behere. We are speaking of a basement
stairwell teaming with tadpoles,
hither and thither, thither and
hither.
"They're all so cute when they
hop around all over the place,"
Barnes said.
However, beauty is indeed in the
eye of the beholder. And no one
knows tins better than her father,
J.A. Barnes. The way he sees it, the
only good frog is a dead frog - or at
least a crushed one. as gruesome as
the thought may be.
"My father absolutely HATES
these frogs and squishes as many as
he can whenever he gets the
chance." said Barnes.
Thus, while most frogs need only
worry about owls, hawks and
inuskrats as a threat to their

By IIKAN IIOI.T
St aft Writer
A change has been made by the
t'niversity which will require students
taking courses with laboratory sessions
to follow a different procedure when
registering for those classes than had
been Ihe case in previous years
Beginning with next week's pre
registration, students who will Intaking a lab course will tie given an
official t'niversity class card for that
class
Tins card is to remain with the other
class cards and not be removed from
the registration packet when it is
turned in to t'niversity officials
In prior years, yellow lab cards wenretained by students and presented to
instructors as admission cards for thai
particular lab
Because ihe student will leave the
card for his or her lab session along

In other business, members received
a report from adviser Dan Bertsos
concerning residence assistant hall
director
surveys
which
were
distributed earlier this year. Bertsos
said the results of the survey have been
compiled and directors will have the
results available today.
A total of 3.00B surveys were returned
for tabulation and Bertsos said the
response to the survey was generally
more consistent than last year's reply.
Bertsos also told the group that
computer lists are being distributed to
each residence hall listing the classes
being taken by residents in that dormitory, along with the student's name,
telephone number and class section, the
student's rank and the college in which
the student is enrolled
The stud" group guides are designed
In be available to students who wish to
know the names of others in his or her
dormitory having the same classes who
might be interested in studying
together for semester finals.
It is hoped that the guides can be
made available during the fourth week
of classes next semester so group
studying may take place throughout the
semester and not only for final exams.
Bertsos said

Seminars for December
grads scheduled
By DK.W IIOI.T
Stair Writer

Lab registration
procedure altered

fa
survival.

Solar Energy Fairs

to be held in Richmond
The lirsl of five consecutive weekend
showings of the Solar Knergy fair took
place Nov 17 at itichmond city park
Displays set up in Ihe park included a
solar water healer, solar space heater
and a solar greenhouse A slide
presentation was developed by Al
Korsylhe. chairman ol Ihe audio-visual
committee, and a puppet show gave a
more detailed explanation on solar
energy and its place in the lulure

The Solar Knergy Fair, which will be running for five consecutive weeks at
various locations i n the area, contains several solar displays This small-scale
solar water healer . built byJoeKosselot. is one of the models on display i photo
hv land Jacobs I

The I.in will be held at a total of In
locations
including the I'niversity
shopping (enter Itichmond Plaza
Tellord tenter and
Richmond
Crecnhouse Irom now until Dec IS
The group is also offering lour
workshops in begin after Ihe first ol the
vear
\nynne interested in attending Ihe
workshops should contact the Snlai

Knew office at 622-1129

Reed speaks of free press,first amendment
B> JANKTJACOBS
lily Fdilor
Free press versus lair trial was the
issue presented by Justice Scott Iteed in
his address to t'niversity students Nov
1ft

On the conflict between the press and
the courts. Keed cautioned that
"balances must he struck" in order to
maintain a responsible working
relationship
The position of the press is based on
Ihe First Amendment remarked Heed,
which slates that "Congress shall make
no law
abridging the freedom of
the press
Heed cited the First Amendment as
probably one of the most divisive,
creating "antipathy between Ihe courts

as an institution and the press as an
institution "
The argument of Ihe courts, on the
other hand, is based on "the right of (he
criminal defendant lo a sanitized trial
with minimal outside interference and
an assured objective jury." said Heed
"We're talking about persons here,
despite this love hale relationship."
emphasized the judge in the Kastern
I lislrict Court "II is my hope that there
is an area lor some accommodation if
Ihe courts and court supreme will
recognize on given occasions some
existing realities and the press will
demonstrate responsibility."
Reading from The Morality ol
Consent by Alexander Hickel. Reed
said. "The press is a morally neutral,
even and unconcerned agent The press

People Poll

is not a judge or definer of national
interests Its chief responsibility is to
cover the contest Not everything is fit
10 print
Three areas Ihe courts have dealt
with in the issue of free press versus
fair trial were resolution by accommodation, libel, and reckless
disregard
Heed went in depth into the Supreme
Court case of Gannett Co., Inc versus
DePasquale where the court ruled that
' embm of the public have no cons
litulional right under Ihe sixth and
fourteenth amendments to attend
criminal trials "
The ruling also stated that "any first
and fourteenth amendment right of the
press lo attend criminal trials wasn't
violated hv orders excluding members
of ihe public and press from a pretnal
suppression hearing and temporarily

denying access In transcript ol the
suppression heating in order to insure
Ihe defendant's right lo a fair trial
Keed emphasized Ihe delicate
balance between the criminal delrn
danl and the public's right lo know
Regarding ihe First Amendment.
Keed commented that, carrying out
the idea ol Ihe founders as l.ir-as ex
pression is concerned was his main
hope for Ihe press lie called tor "more
light, less heal, more restraint some
accommodation and Ihe recognition ol
responsibility" on the part ol Urth
sides
More concentration on the impact >i
current issues and doing a better M •>
teaching legal issues in law and JOI.I
nalism schools was Heed's answer In a
better working relationship between
the courts and Ihe press

>
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By JACKIF.PFFIFKH
Staff Writer

What is MHO opinion on Ihr effectiveness ,,t Student Senate? (Photos by Sieve
Brow II >

Fear

and guilt

(jr,

Barnes' amphibian friends
were forced to scamper in tear under
other circumstances as well.
Like near the thunder of The Big
Stompcr, as she began calling her
father's foot.
Although Barnes isn't quite
certain, there may have been times
when it killed two frogs with one
stomp, without a single thought to
their possible futures as handsome
princes, not to mention decent
fly-catchers.
But even in the most morbid of
times, she managed to maintain a
sense of humor, saying of the dead
frogs, "Not only is this a gross mess
in the basement that I have to clean
up. it goes against the 'all frogs arc
created equal' idea."
Now even to the teeniest tadpole
or the biggest bullfrog, such a
Statement has to offer a bit of
inspiration.
Still,
her
Clara
Barton-like
heroics in the presence of The Big
Stompcr would have to rank as the
clearest proof of her concern for the
young frogs. When she wasn't busytoting away the fatally wounded,
she look it upon herself to evacuate
as many frogs as possible from the
basement with the help of her
brother. David and a rescue-mission
bowl.
And it wasn't long before such
concern affected the most unlikely
character of all: The Big Stomper.
She knew his attitude had
improved by leaps and bounds one
morning when her father made the
normal trek downstairs. "Instead of
the usual 'squish, squish, squish' of
all the little frogs," she said, "he
called upstairs, 'Pam, come down
here and pick up all these frogs!'"
Ah, ihe thrill of victory.
"I was so proud of him!" she
admitted.
"He's come a long way," said
Barnes, "from avid frog-squishcr to
a frog-tolerating man."

with the other class cards. University
computers will now be able to
automatically enroll the student into
the particular lab session and issue Ihe
respective class rolls
Dr Jack (ulross. associate dean ol
undergraduate studies, said Ihe cards
should help to clarify a lot of the
problems with students and faculty
becoming confused as to the scheduling
and claSB rolls ol lab sessions
For a student to drop or add a class
with a lab 'he individual should lollow
tin- regular drop-add procedure -.ant
l*i lohu I ■ Kowlett. vice president for
Academic Mfairs and Id-search
The$2 drop add lee assessed lor most
t licduli ■ h.o'ges will not l>c levied for
l.ilw.i aiiii, . ;,,,s changes and Ihe let1
w.iio'i ili*», not require Ihe indu.dua'
dear, s <p| nival lor a student to i..ki
advantage 'd the waiver provision
according to Kowlett

As important exams come close,
weal Student Health always renew
old acquaintances 'and often
friends) who suffer Irom stress
diseases
migraines, gastric inflammation, spasms ol the heart
and colon, hyperventilation and so
on.
There's nothing so nice about
that, because mental pains tend lo
be more agonizing than the physical
pain that you get through infections
and injuries.
Ol course. I realize lhai most of
M.ii i.inn,i Jacobs, freshman, nursing.
Fairfield. Ohio.
"I know absolutely nothing about it
and I doubt if I am Ihe only person that
leels that way "

Jerry Botner, freshman, commercial
art. Winchester.
"I believe it's good for Ihe people who
are in it because it gives them
something to do. 1 think they're doing a
good job

you characters feel perfecllj
comfortable and ready lor any and
all investigations ol your ability lo
remember, to think and to master
your subjects'
This column is for the lonely lew
tasfewas-SOor60percent, that is! <
who are consumed by lear and
guilt

oh how I remember the terrible

Anthony Price, sophomore, business
management. Lynch.

"I don't know anything about it What
does it have todo with'' I have no idea "

(.in.i Simmons,
freshman,
Vli.ioil-.tnug. Ohio.

nursing.

"I don't know anything about Student
Senate I've never really heard about
anything that they've done "

paralysis thai those emotions
cause, tine can hear a great
doomsday clock inside one's head,
ticking away the hours.
Al this low point it doesn't help a
bit logel a one sided headache thai
feels like a nail hammered just
above one's ear. Or a burning,
squeezing pain in the pit ol one's
stomach or gripping diarrhea.
I only know of one escape route,
and lhal is to lose onesell in the
process of preparation. We found,
my I el low sinners and I. that the
only way we could escape Ihe
agonies ol guilt was to force our
minds outside ol ourselves and onto
a rescue operation on our wounded
academic studies.
That, and Ihe fellowship of group
studies with other sullerers. would
somelimes produce absolutely
frightening degrees of mental
energy so that we could hope lor
temporary performances beyond
what we had dreamed of.
First, of course, comes the task

w^m^m®?®-

that calls tor a desperate kind ol
personal courage That is. lo coldly
analyse "tie's areas ol academic
ignorance and neglect
Then one takes the lime
remaining, and blocks out hunks ol
il to assign to Ihe various anas
that need reconstruction Then one
scurries around borrowing and
copying 'lutes and speedrcadmg
lex I books to nil in all the neglected
material that one has lazily
ignored earlier in Ihe semester
When one has done all this one
has some sort ot dreaming notion
of the extent and structure ol one's
deficiencies.
Also, one has buill up a kind ill
momentum, so that "tie is Incused
outward and not so aware til lear
ami gui 11
Then one lays in a supply til IIHKI
lhai one can eal at ones desk
i boxes ol crackers, apples
lhai
sort ol thing N'ou can balance your
diet later' The rest ol Ihe time is
spent at the old desk, hammering
away at the studies as it there were
no tomorrow It you get blocked
and menially paralyzed on one
subject, turn to another. Die change
may wake yon up again.
Remember, sou are not alone. I
have been there. Al one lime oi
another most of us. old anil voting
alike have licen there
It is truly a part of one s
education, And it is old - very old
Hack in Ihe ttlteenth century i|
think it wasi Sir Thomas Brown in
his classic "Keligio Medici" wrote
"Oh. lhat I could so close my mind
and clasp it with a clasp." Thai old
hoy knew what mental pain was'
If you musi. come to us lor
aspirin and antacids and so on I
tell you right now. the best treat
men! is not pills II is the kind ol

activity I described above
Gd going!'

miaii
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J^l3.CCIH611t Placement slates exit seminars
PipClinC^ for December graduates
I
IAHKKH DKVKLOPMBNT *
IM.At'KMKNT
1 All interviews will be held in the
IMviMon nf Career development &
I'laeemenl SIS .l"nes HuilrlmR
2 Students WHO wish to schedule
interview! must M^n up In person at the
Division (rffict*. 119 .Innes Building
Monday-r*rtda> 'rum K on am 4 nopm
t Interview .ippointmi-nts ran lie
M'heduled after urbanization recruiting
details are announced in the K V I or
the Prove** 'Placement Pipeline'
4 The minimum requirement (or
vchedulmn an interview is the com
nletionnfa Placement Data sheet Tins
form is pan nf the Placement
Registration Packet which is available
in the Division Office. 41« .Nines
luililini! \ nimplete set of placement
■Tedenlials i- recommended to support
your employment or professional
graduate school search
II i.Wll'ls INTKRVIKWS
\|..nil.i\. tier It

IH«.IT\I. HWIPMKNT
I l\( INN VII
i 'nnceled

« nlO\

anil hirsilax Dec :t and I
\< It C IIIUM.lt VIIIIVI. \VTO\
MIIIIII.IV

Pusiiiiiiis
Pricing analyst* sides
trainees, qualit> assurance specialist,
programmer trainee accountant
(jiualificaiions I'rinting and graphic
'eclimi|iiu> huKiness. administration,
niiirketing uccounting. economics,
electronic data processing computer
science accounting
Ml IK
December IH7!l graduates
will he given interview priority over
\l.i\ mid Vugusl candidates
I'ticsdai. Dei-. I

I IKKIITi Ml Tl \l
4 o Mil ts\ll l >:
Positions
l.os-.
Kepresentaiives

l\'fU'K.%\TK
Prevention

(Bern ^ag 3JefoeIcrs
OhFI-.KS \ up, SAVINGS
ON M.I |l UH.R> & OIFTS.

Qualifications: Hachelor's in industrial
technology,
chemistry,
physics, math, environmental health.
lire prevention and control
NOTK: All candidates must have
completed basic chemistry coursesInterview priority will he given
I lecemher IH79 graduates
Thursday, Dec s
\t DITOIt Or* PI BIU
U'COt'NTSKrATITKY
Positions auditor trainees
Qualifications:
Hachelor's
of
Business Administration in accounting
Thiiixilav. Dei*. S
(I \ltk
t Ol \TV
SPKCIAI.
I-Dl ( \TI<>\
COOPERATIVE'
.IKKKMtsnWII.I.K. IV
Positions Special education teachers
elementary and middle school mid\ ear openings
Qualifications Certified I.D's. BD'S.
I HDs TMII
I lidilN. Dec 7
I IIMtl KS T MITt IIKI.I < tl.VIPANY
• t I'VM
Positions Staff accountants
Qualifications:
Hachelor's
of
I usiness \diiunistration in accounting
MiTK Positions available January
I'iKii Interviewing December 197S or
\ I inn in only
Mniiil.n Dec. in
i:s« t KI \
w \t o
SCIIOOI.VKNK/.l'KI.A
Pusilioiis Klementary and middle
school teaching openings for 1980-81
Diialihcations Prefer three years
pills experience and master's degree
MITK; \dditional details on school.
lull uualifications. living conditions.

benefiu. pay. etc Available <CD*P>
OfHce. 31S Jones Building
III. VS. GOVERNMENT-PACE
KXAM
The Pace Kxam is used as a
qualifying exam for non-technical
federal job opportunities Competition
is very competitive for moat positions
Candidates who pass the exam are
listed on eligibility registers according
to point score* and are contacted for
employment interviews based on point
rating, career and location preferences PACK EXAMS will be conducted
on campus in March and April 1980.
APPLICATION PERIOD: January 2Kebruary 15, I960
TEST DATES: March and April. 1980
TEST l-OCATIONS: Campus and
selected Kentucky location

\ddirss i|f known)
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financial needs
accordingly.
Check cashing
resumes Jan. 7,
1980 for currently
enrolled Spring
1980 students.

BONUS for first time
donors with this ad.

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

623-5756

"We Don't Want All The Business
We Just Want Your!"

205 WEST MAIM 623-4554
9-5 Mon lhur •» 6 »0 Hi 9 5 Sal

Applications and Job bulletins are
now available in the Division of Career
Development and Placement. 319 Jones
Building for summer jobs with the
federal government. Tests are required
for Group I clerical positions. Application deadline for Clerical tests, to
be conducted in January and February
1980. is Friday. Dec. 14. Group II. III.
IV positions usually do not require
tests Applicants apply directly to the
Federal agencies
Plan to visit the Division of ICD&PI.
.119 Jones Building soon for additional
application details.

The staff of the Division of Career
Development and Placement (CMP)
is actively searching for additional
organizations that would employ our
current students and graduates in
permanent positions, internships, or
cooperative educational experience

124 Big Hill

For ^ our Christmas

I9B0-U.S.

V RECRUITING THE RECRUITERS

Any Cut (with coupon)
Mens and Womens Hairstyles

A

( oiiiaci person if EKl Alamni

JOBS

IV SERVICES AVAILABLE TO
DECEMBER GRADUATES?
All December 1979 Graduates interested in learning of services
available to them as graduates and
alumni should plan on attending one of
the following informational seminars:
Monday. Dec 1 3:30 p m . Grise
itiMim Combs Building
Tuesday. Dec 4. 430 pm. Grise
Boom. Combs Building

i Je^tec^ louc/K,

Shop I-5p.m. Sundays

Organisation

VI.
SUMMER
GOVERNMENT

NOTE: Watch the FYI and
•Placement Pipeline" for additional
details as they are received by the
Division of Career Development and
Placement

EXPIRES DEC

WEJl SI RK.CKIVF.I) \
(.(HH)SH.KTION OK UK
<;oi.l> CHAINS & CHARMS.

If you know of a contact or such an
organization, would you please help us
he of more service to our students by
completing and returning the following
data In iCD&P). Jones 319 We will be
happy lo follow up on any leads
Thanks.

Personal checks
will not be cashed
after Nov. 30.
Students should
plan their

Expires 12 31 79

p plasma
alliance
Lexington. Ky.
2043 Ox lord Circle
Csrdinsl Valley Shopping CHIMI

254-8047
Hours: Mon.. Tuaa.. Ttiur*. 8 am
Wad. - Fri. 8 am ■ 7 pm
Sat. 8 am - 3 pm

9
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Nil lads

441 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
Eastern ByPasa
-

623-7154

THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A
MORI CONVENIENT BANKING

Get

LOCATION TO THE EKU STUDENT

FRESH

With
Wendy's

QUICK
EASY
CONVENIENT

*e Except
Any Coupon
\t Equal
Exchange

MENS SPORTSHIRTS S-M-L-XL

IF YOU mm 24 HOUR BAH KING
SERVICE FOR YOURSELF

Astortment of Poly/Cotton Long Sleeve
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Now. two great ways to charge'

-

litJCPenoey
HAMBURGER.
Fries and Drink I
Expire* Oec. 13, 1979
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HAMBURGER.
Fries and Drink
Expires Oec. 13. 1979

Shop daily 9:30 til 5:30—Frl. 9:30 til 8:30
Sat. 9:30 til 5:30— Sun. 1.00 till 5:30
Catalog Phono 623-7140

GET IT
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State Bank
AMP TRUST COMPANY
NEWER me
BEAT M0RF.HEAD
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Campers discover fun in learning
Hv BRIAN 111 Mil
feature* Editor
The letter was scrawled in pencil on a
plain sheet of white looseleaf paper
Though the salutation was a bit uncertain, the content left little doubt.
It read:

"Dear Whoever.
"'Thanks for having me at the camp. I
hope you will let me come again I liked
the ramp but it is like the army. But
besides that. I liked it very much.
""One of your campers, John
Keliciechia." Just below that, the
youngster included a PS.: "Thank
everybody for me "
The letter was one of many written by
40 fifth to eighth graaers at M, Mark's
Klementary School They wanted to
lhank Dr Sheryl Stephen's Recreation
•"•21 class for two and one-half days of
learning and fun at Maywoods on Oct.
11-13
The "field experience." as class
member Barb Hawley called it. was a
major project in the course
"Rasically. what we had to do was
run a residence camp for a weekend just like a real one." she said.
The 17 class members who planned
l he project acted as the camp staff.
There was the camp director, assistant
director, unit leaders, general program
staff, canoeing instructor, evening
program director, publicity director
iind lastly - the fellows who often seem
10 suffer from bad press with kids - the
cooks
"We didn't have any problems with
the kids." said Hawley
However. Mother Nature was
another story
"It was freezing cold and raining,"
Hawley remembered. "But the kids
didn't mind They had a great time.".
-They went canoeing They dabbled in
arts and crafts They wrote what might
IK- called "poet-tree" simply, poems
about trees And each youngster posted
his or her poem on the tree he or she
chose to discuss in rhyming verse.
The
trees
were
much
more
cooperative than the weather
And so were the kids, despite the fact

that they never quite ran out of energy
"We kept them moving all the time."
Hawley said.
They took them on nature walks,
combining teaming and leisure to equal
honest-lo-goodness fun The response
was enough to warm the heart of the
crustiest counselor.
"I found out how many different
leaves and seeds and trees there are."
wrote St Mark student Ijz Adams "I
also learned how to steer a canoe almost Oh (and) I learned which way
was north on a compass and how to get
lost by one."
The learning extended into other
areas as well

"'I learned how to make fires,
mobiles. ian) eskimo yo yo, God's eyes
land) acorn people." said Charlyrme
Welnetz. who didn't say a word about
compasses
Yet. nearly every student who wrote
mentioned the recreation class
members The general consensus was
that they were the next best thing to
roasted marshmallows.
When reminded of the children's
affection. Hawley smiled. "I was like
that when I went to camp." she said.
"When I went. I went not to have fun -nut to talk to the counselors.
"You know, when you're a kid. you
think it's really neat to have older

Students from St Mark's Klementary School learned the
finer points of canoeing ;ind other such activities during their

ROMN'S

EASTERN BY-PASS
(next to University
Shopping Center)
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America's
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20%
OFF!
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Staff Writer
Residents living on the eighth floor of
Todd Hall have a rather unusual and
unique habit - they catch flies Some
people say that all college students do
unusual things, perhaps that's what
makes them college students
Kven though Hies are" suppnsedh
"'■ul of season." there seems to he lie
shortage of these creatures in Todd
Hall they say
Why do they catch flies0 Simple - it's
all for Rose.
And who is Rose-' Simple again She's
a black widow spider who has quickh
captured the hearts of the eighth floor
residents
About a month ago. David Smith was
walking out of Todd on his way to
Alumni Coliseum when he noticed a
spider'crawling M) the ground Most
people might have neatly crushed it
with their foot
Rul then David Smith is not most
people
Instead. Smith coaxed the spider onto
his walking cane and began investigating it Naturally, people started
gathering around
Amazed, shocked and scared reactions were the most common After all.
who expects to see a black widow
crawling outside a dorm''
At first Smith thought she was dead,
but after Rose warmed up she became
more active Although he knows vir
lualh nothing about spiders. Smith is
taking this opportunity to learn That's
why he has decided to keep Rose for a
"pe(i'' i
Naturally, Smith's roommate was not

613 BIG HILL
AVENUE

You'll like our
something for
everybody menu.

McDonald's
Nufsbn Sundaes
Every Sunday in
December you can have
your favorite
McDonald's'
Sundae, topped
with chopped nuts
'at a special price of 29c
So go Nuts
At McDonald's.

Service with
the speed of
sound.

Bell

Bottom
Blues in all
cotton.
heavyweight
denim.
Look and feel
better

Ion loud nt the idea at first but Smith
has managed to coax him into lettuiK
him keep Kose in the room
Smith promised to keep Rose safely
•nt 'if reach in an aquarium He would
never think ot taking her lor a w.ilk
without properly restraining her on ,i
lentil
llei traveling case is a small l>ox that
kcc|i- bet prnperK nut «>f sight from
ilwst win- dun I share smith'* love lor
~piders Rust lias made herself right ,il
• '■■nic in ;.ei traveling quarters hj
ci|inpi>iiik! the box with her own pel
Minal web adding a touch of cozines*
I-mliinalelv . the residents of the floor
ask about Kose daily and contribute bv
latching Hies lor her She's been quite
accepted perhaps even beloved by
some
Smith has attempted to find out about
black widow spiders by contacting the
hiding} Department hut has had no
luck so far Ml he knows is that she is
-h> and likes the dark
••he may get more friendly as time
passes
Smith's love and interest for animals
has always been present Three years
;ign he was Ihe proud owner of the
t'ockrnacti Derby winner here at the
I niverslty His roach. Animal, was Ihe
big winner with its <his or her'' >
distinctive blue racing stripe
I'llliirtiuiately, Animal met with an
iinlinieh death when she was caught
between a concrete floor and a shoe by
some alien unaware of her fine racing
qualities
In the meantime■ Smith, a senior
social work major does all he can Id
make Kose comfortable After all. who
wouldn't be nice to a black widow
spider "

goes

*9"
LEVI S

Paul Ruser. another class member,
remembered one of his experiences
with the kids. "We went canoeing a
couple of days One time that we went
out. I was with these two little girls. I
paddled them around the lake - and
they were very enthusiastic They were
excited that autumn was just coming
into full bloom." he said.
According to Hawley, the camping
experience was an overall success.
Proof comes from Liz Adams, who
wrote in a second letter, "'On a scale
from one to 10, the food was seven, the
activities were nine and the counselors
were II."

two-day camping experience at Maywoods in mid-October

BIG
BELL
JEANS

AIGNER
SHOES &
BOOTS
OUR ENTIRE
STOCK

friends."

Catching flies,
pastime for
students,
meals for Rose

with

each wearing
And. of course.
LEVI S' denims
wear and wear.

Aft

■McDonal

LEVIS"-the first
name in Jeans

Richmond
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Get Off to
Christmas.

Richmond's Only
Tanning Salon

Great
Start!

Tropical
House

(Private Dressing Rooms & Tanning Booths)

Be Prepared For Your Holiday Vacation!!
Start your tan at Tropi Tan now and enjoy your first day in

218 South Porter Dr.
Porter Plaza

the tropical sun without fear of burning!!

623-7223

We can help make your Christmas shopping easy and appreciated!! What
could be more unique and nicer for that certain someone than a Suntan!!

Aquariums, Fish,
Birds, Hamsters,
Gunina Pigs,
Pet Supplies

Give A Gift Certificate From Tropi Tan
For More Information Call 623-8969 or Come On In!
Upper Level • Porter Pla/a
(Behind Jerry's)
No Appt. Necessary

Open 10 9 00 Weekdays
10 - 6 00 Saturdays
Briny This. Ad In For One Free Visit1

V
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Dr. Erik Ritter von Kuehnelt-Leddihn
explores question of left versus right
By MXKYKK1STKK
staff Writer
l>r
Knk Killer von Kuehnelt
l.eddihn. Austrian born political
scientist, historian, journalist and
novelist spoke ;it the I'mversity Nov
14
Keuhnelt l.eddihn's lectures were
sponsored ;ind "hnanced h\ the In
Irrcollemale Studies Institute under the
juspices ol the departments of political
science philosophy• and religion."
according to Itr Tae Huan Kwak. of
the political science department and
campus coordinator of lectures
In his evening lecture. Kuehnelt
l.eddihn made clear to the audience of
student and faculty that he regards
himself "In he an extreme archliberal
Kut then he posed the
(|uestion
What is right and what is
left" •
It was ,i question he would attempt to
answer in the lollowmg hour
Kuehnelt Leddihn illustrated man's
t.ivoring nl the right when he said.
'man i> not an imminent creature, but
.i transitional one
Only man is

religious

He added that man strives for
sameness, but at the same time for
diversity and noted the
prejudice
against the left in the quote. "The heart
of the w ise man beats on the right, that
o| the fool on the left "
He defined "leftism" as a way of
"' nencss" where there is only one
nghl way of doing things We are all
■■qual in every single respect Kveryone
is truly unique and thus equal in all
ways Only in real tyranny is there

equality "
Kuehnelt Leddihn said that on the
right there is the "ideal of freedom"
and on the left the "ideal of emersion "
Kuehnelt-U-ddihn also said, "the
word liberal was coined in Spain in
IM2" and •'early liberalism" began
there in the early 19th century and
continued until the end of that centurv
when It inspired "old liberalism" which
was "economically oriented "
The "New Liberalism" rose after
World War II and was comprised
innstl) of CermanS and Frenchmen
-aid Keuhnelt Ix'ddihn
According to Kuehnelt l.eddihn.
'•There is no new liberalism in this <thc

I nited States i country Liberals in this
country are nothing like these 'new
Liberal'men The sense of the word has
changed "
He added. "Democracy answers the
question of who should rule "
Representatives ot the people should
be the governing factors in a society,
according to Kuehnelt l-eddihn
"Democracy, of course, is decidedly
left and was really born with the
French Hevolution." he said noting
with interest that the "word democracy
neither appears in the Declaration of
Independence nor the constitution."
He claimed the year 1828 as a
memorable year for the Democratic
Party as Andrew Jackson, the first man
In call himself a Democrat was elected
president
Kuehnelt-Leddihn
stated
"Democracy, as we know it today was
horn in Furope in the aftermath of
World War II" and that "Democracy is
;i frame and after an election you can
(Hit an) picture into it
"Democracy will end. what happens
after democracy?" Kuehnelt-l^-ddihn
asked the audience

"Certainly a form of government
which if efficient. governed by a group
of people who know their business and
allows maximum freedom." he answered
He slated that he favored "govern
in cut of the maximum rule and of the
highest quality."
During a
questioning
period.
kni'hnt'lt i.«-ddihn expressed his views
on a variety of current subjects
In regard io Senator Edward Kennedy, he said. "He is getting so much
support due to the loyalty to the dynasty
'the party i."
On other topics, he stated American
Civil Liberties I'nion "sometimes intervenes in a liberal and a Democratic
spirit and no doubt has a leftist bias."
He also referred (o himself as a
"classic liberal" thai favored the free
press and said "definitely the moderate
left" has control over the mass media
As for the future of Democracy and
the choosing of leadership he said. "The
day has yet ended, but our time to act
grows short."

Temperatures cause heated complaints
Itx l\\KO"|IAR\

blown into the room by an electric
h lower
i'roblems usuall) arise when ihe
Mower breaks \ir escapes i>ui it isn'l
blown." Middleton explained

Stall Writer

Hot or cold" What will your room be
like ilus winter'1
Kach winter -eason. dorm directors
here at the I'mversity receive
numerous conplainls tmm students
ahtiul ihc healer- in the rooms
The heaters seem In put out too much
iif ■"•> little heal
i had Middleton director ot Kuildings
.Hid i.round- -aid that "each individual I'HMii has its own separate
iteming unit
W i- pumped through a hot coil
ncaled inside the healer
The .or i- healed In the coil and is

Hillside temperature controls on a
liuilding can also malfunction
These controls should cut down on

heal "iiipui if it is warm outside
Likewise

d it is cold outside

these

control- should cause heat production
in he increased
\ll ol the buildings here at the
I nlversity are heated different!)
The beating system in each building
operates in /ones with each /one
containing a circulating pump which

pumps hot water through that particular /one
This hot water helps heat the area it
i- i>uiii|iing in
"If one zone in a building breaks
down, that section of the building stays
cold." Middleton staled
He added. "Dumps run \ear-round
and sonner or later a mechanical thing
like that will wear out It a section is
mil we gel on it and stay on it until that
/one is working il it lakes all night

"Heating systems are easier to care
lor when it is cold and it -lays cold."
Middleton emphasized

The temperatures in dorm rooms are
noi restricted In the ii."> degree limit
prescribed by President Carter's

energy-saving plan
"Public areas, such as offices, lobhies, date lounges and classrooms are
required to be set at 65." Middleton
said
"There are thousands of pumps and
millions of parts Io keep heating going
in the buildings As long as there is
mechanical equipment there will be
mechanical breakdown Our objective
is to maintain them as best we can."
Middleton said
Meanwhile, if students have com
plaint! about their heaters, they should
call housing
Housing will then send a work request
In Kuildings and (.rounds, according to
Middleton

In his lecture to University students. Dr Enk von Kuehnelt-Leddihn. Austrian
horn political scientist, historian, journalist and novelist, attempted to answer
the question "What is right and what is left "• i photo by Scott Adams)

'Measure for Measure' on KET
Shakespeare once again transcends
t he passage of 11 me by address! ng some
of today's pertinent issues in "Measure
for Measure." Ihe latest in the series of
"The Shakespeare Plays," Saturday.
Dec l ,ii i |i m mi KET

Issues such as corruption and
balance of power sexual morality, the
limits and confines of the law and the
age-old battle of church and stale are
cleverly raised in Ihe hands of Ihe
master playwright

Eastern School of
^rair ^Deiian

NEW RELEASES BY:

Men & Women's

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ft

Pan Fogelberg, Little Feat,

ENGINEERING DEGREE
TO WORK

Styling at

Slanh.p, ELPLive

Reasonable Prices

ELO Greatest, Bob Welch
Gilda Radner, Aeroimith,

OPEN TUES.-SAT.

Neil Young Sound Track
623-5058

?fc

\ Second Street

AT REGULAR PRICE AND GET
ANOTHER ONE FREE

/

(with coupon)

The Chii Bur-no j oui newest taste
two
Taco T>cr favorites combined Out lamoui
burniu smothered m our own «sry chili.
v
. . jo."... 'o.e i'

IrXPIRESDEC. S. 1979

Give Us A Try

behind Jerrv*«

Good In Richmond & Beraa

Football Contest
Winners
For Nov., 15th

Buy One
EnCHIlADA
Gel One PRCC

1st Chuck King

Fast/Free Delivery
624-2424 ^^uS':*

2nd Scott
Chaslain
3rd Linda Fisher

A-ernes

upper C'jst
^63 East Wam Street
Richmond Kentucky

II v»utv ■• <•.-•?y* i *«t.UU' **»> w-uW lite '<> *tnh,,rfc on a future
onvnivd M until* <* *-i*jnm/mq < «Nrt ihtfi M»mid*r ttv I ■nitvri Sfdft*-.
An FofCd It'sorvDi ihr hnr%i ■ ■ppoftun.fK". in ihr nation
t..*f!ipit'tnniff.*if threw montri • m.., i If.nnL'xj School tvts v«iu an
ofhcert comrmssiiHi and taunt tvs v*< int.. a , M+vr that \ .*-.«.■<! f.*
Ii«nr*ii«* Our (•qurprnmt i\ amtmq trv (infM out working l(«n
iliit-ms ,». .'ntdU'iii JIKJ mil N-.i-dt- [..». k.vji .nrrwitt r*-d r ITKI out
ahoutaspacf a>gr wrvicvfriHnyoui rt**dtvsi Aitr «KC#Mt*truitt* Call Sot
H-Ki Moulder al (502) f»H2 SrWM

MU

(With Coupon) EXPIRES DEC. 5. 1979
ENCHILADA
A steamed corn toil ilia filled with
cither meal oi chedar cheese and garnished with Cheddar cheese and lopped wilh our own enchilada sauce.
Healed and served in a tray.
GOOD IN RICHMOND & BfcREA

A *cai woy o* Mr

J

SUB CENTER

Happiness is
% Money In Your Jeans

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST.

//I
N/^

ll
—/y
/j/
/

For a little more than 3 hours

Be A Regular Plasma Donor!
For Info & Appt.
Call 623-0641

Resources
■H

REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Sarvad on wniia. Rya
or Whoia wnaal Braao.
Laituca, Tomato, Mayo
Mustard or Onion on
Raquatt. 10«*a»tra

a week you can earn * 70.00 per month
and help others at the same time.

292 S. Second St.

■I

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY
HAM

MAN & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST.
TUNA SALAD
CHEESE...

j.29
j.29
.1.29
J.39
.1.29
.1.39
.1.19
1.29
1.19

SIDE ORDERS
COKE, SPRITE. TAB............-3S
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA ....... 35
COFFEE.......................25
ASSORTED CHIPS...............25
HOT PEPPERS.................-OS
> us.!! I PICKLE SLICE
IS
''•'I i..........................6 5
TOSSED SALAD.
•«»

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
includes Lettuce, Tomato. Onion. Cheese
Seinionmq and our own Top Secret Dressing.

MIXED.
HAM
SALAMI
ROAST BEEE
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
CHEESE

;..-,.. 1.b5.
1.55..
1.55..
«~,..1.55..
1.55.
1.55
.1.55
1.55

;

2.2b
■ 2.25
•2.25
•225
2.25
2 25
2 25
.2.25

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
Portions of Roewt B«ef( Ham,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Choese
on a bed of Lettuce and Tomato
SJ»c«s and your choice of
areeaJnq.
»2.03

HOURS
MON. SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE
SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 MIDNITE

DELIVERY
MINIMUM $1.75
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Organizations
Hunnwins
Miss Ebony crown
Hv W AMI\« IMIIIKKSS
Staff Writer
Amidst .'ippnivinf! cheers. Kebecca
Hum accepted the IUHO Miss Kbony
■Town when ihe Alpha Kappa Alpha
Mirc.nlv sponsored ihe Hlh annual
pagrarH Knd.iv Nov. H, with a line-up
<>f MIIU- contestant*
Mmiisa
While,
a
20-vear old
sophomore s|xins<ired by Ihe I'niversity
Kn.scmhliwas
voted
Miss
Congeniality
Second runner up to Miss Kbony was
Itosemarx IMngham. a junior from
«'adi/ Spnnaored by Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity. Inc . she did an African
inoderii dance as her talent for the
evening
Kreahman Stephanie digging, from
U-xiiigtoti. sponsored by Kappa Alpha
I'si Kraternity. Inc . won first runnerup
lliggms sang a song called.
"Believe in Yourself."
A inn roniposed of Kdward (iraves.
Victor Jackson ami William Hams
started ihe pageant off with the black
national anthem. "Lift Kverv Voice and
Sing "
Thcconleslanls were judged on their
appearance in sportswear, swimwear.
lornialwc.ii and talent Kach answered
individual questions that judged her on
intelligence, poise and charm
lliniii. whose talent was a reading
excerpt from Ihe play and movie. "A
Uaisin in Ihe Sun." said she was

\nv canned good* or packaged foods
students will not be using over
I'lirisiin.is bleak ran be donated and
pill to guild use by Ihe Food Hank of
Richmond
The Food Itiink provides food to local
families and individuals in emergency
situations for up lo three days
According In Madison County
Coordinator Hetty Miller, the current
fond supply is low and any help from
Students would IM* greally appreciated
"We havf had help from students in
the past Inn i*i! (or about a year or so."
remarked Miller "When we did. we
had li> have two truckloads lo haul Ihe
liMid iiwa.v II really helped a lot "
As part ol Ihe Kentucky Kiver
Foothills I icwlopmcnt Council iKRFIM'i. the FiMid Hank attempts to meet
niilv the must urgent temporary and
imineili.il" needs
Recipients are
design.ilcd bj participating churches
■ ■I- ihe KltKIM'. who verifies Ihe need.

By DONNA HI Mil
Organizations Kriilor
Women's Interdorm ended ihe fall
semester by listing Ihe projects which
were completed during Ihe semester
and by making plans for spring at their
meeting on Tuesdav

shocked that she won the Miss Kbony
crown.
"I didn't expect it to happen by a
Inngshni." she said "Everybody was
close. I would have been happy no
matter who won." added the new Miss

Kbony.
llmm said that she tried out for the
contest because she had never done
anything like it before. After winning
the crown, she says she does not feel
any different.

"I think you a should all leel proud."
said Mary Ann Salenro. president of Ihe
organization, as she complimented the
groups work "You should give yourself
a pal on Ihe back.'' she added
Some of Women s Inlcrdorm ac
cnmplishments for the fall semester
which were discussed included
- Designing a pamphlet to welcome
students lo Iheir dorms

When given a hypothetical situation
of being elected ambassador for a
country. Hunn was asked what she
would name the country and what she
would do for it.
"I would name the country 'Brotherly
I -ove' and would do my best to spread it
all over Ihe world." said Hunn.
Shauna I'radley. a junior and last
year's Miss Kbony. took her traditional
last walk escorted by Devon Reed
liefore giving up her crown to Hunn.
Hunn took her walk as 1980 Miss
Kbony, escorted by George Demaree.
After the crowning. Karen J. Kriggs.
president of the AKA soroity presented
Ihe Barbara Hunter Scholarship award
in Cheryl Dabney The winner of the
linn MrKunion Scholarship sponsored
by the Omega Psi Phi fraternity will be
announced later
The sorors of AKA lopped Ihe
l>ageanl with a dance in Oupree Hall in
honor of Ihe new Miss Kbony.

Richmond Food Bank
provides for needy
Itv J\M-:T.I\iOKS
I Hj i itiiin

Women's Interdorm
plans for spring

contacts the Food Rank dispenser and
arranges for the food's delivery
The Food Hank stocks only nonperishable, commercially prepared
items Cash contributions may be used
to purchase items needed in situations
of unusual diet, unstocked staples or
standard items in short supply
Regular stock includes canned milk,
meats, fish, fruits, vegetables, juices
and soups, dried or dehydrated
packaged food and crackers. The
Kid- Hi staff handles dispensing of the
fond
In 1975. members of several local
churchs formed an ad hoc committee
which has lead Ihe organization and
operation of the Food Hank The
Committee, whose meetings are held
quarterly. Ihe first Tuesday of January.
April. July and October at 7:30 p.m..
seeks widespread participation of
community churches.
Anyone interested in donating food
may contact representatives Miller or
Sherri Smith at 623-6514 weekdays from
H a m lo 4:30 p.m or take donations lo
.242 West Main SI

• Co-sponsoring Ihe "Reifrnom
Register" in conjunction with Men's
Interdorm
- I'.eg an studying Ihe possibility of
extending the hours in Ihe Powell
Ruilding A committee was formed in
(he Council of Student Affairs and Ihe
proposal is now being considered by
President .1 (' Powell
Helping form a kichen committee.

Valianettes
based on sisterhood
Bv V\M VSPKM Fit

staff Writer
"They're Ihe best hunch ol girls I've
met since I've been at Kastern " JoAnn
Km ledge, honorary Penning Rifles 1st
IJ . commented about members of the

Rebecca Hunn. the newly selected Miss Kbony. did a monologue from the play.
"A Raisin in Ihe Sun.' in the talent portion of the pageant This was Ihe first
contest that Hunn had ever entered

Valianettes
The

Magazine internship
offered for summer
College juniors working toward
careen in magazine journalism are
invited In applv for Ihe 14th annual
Magazine
Internship
Program,
sponsored by Ihe American Society of
Magazine F.ditors IASMKI with a grant
from
Ihe
Maga/ine
Publishers
Association < Ml'A'T
,'Interns will spend Ihe summer of
l«W) I mm June II lo Aug 22. on individual assignment to Ihe editorial
staffs of participating consumer
magazines and business publications in
New York City and elsewhere
They also will have Ihe opportunity to
mccl with a variety of magazine
executives, editors and writers for
informal weekly discussions on

magazine publishing
Forty seven students were selected

Valianettes. a

precision

drill

learn, is a co-affiliate lo the Penning
Rifles. Ihe military fraternity
"We're more or less their little sis'."
said Rut ledge
The Valianettes drill with sabers in a
military style Although it is a military
style drill. Ihe participants don't have
to lie contract ROTC cadets
Pledges are recruited in the fall
semester and must undergu an eighlweok training period During this lime.
Ihe pledges are taught drill movement.
precision and Ihe history of the

lor last year's program
Interns are selected on Ihe basis of
the following criteria
academic
courses in journalism, participation in
campus journalism, previous summer
internships
at
magazines
or
newspapers and published articles in
magazines or newspapers
For further information and-or application forms, students should eonlacl Ihe office of Ihe dean uf ihe school
• ■I iiiiirnajisin and academic dean, or
Ihe office of career counseling and
placement or write directly lo Robert
F Kenynii Jr . director Magazine
Internship Program. ASMK. 575
Lexington Avenue. New York. N Y .
10022 Phone I2I2< 752-01155
The deadline lor receipl of applications is Dec IS

Valianettes
Rulledge said she fell there was a
lack of campus recognition concerning
the Valianettes. However, some
recognition was gained during their
participation in Organizations Day.
their drill during the football game on

RtiTt'day and their participation in the
Homecoming parade
According lo Ruj>dge. Ihe girls who
participate in ihe Valianettes must be

interested m traveling and competing
"Ymi have to want to participate.''
she sain
There are not that many
uirls up here who want to do what we
do "
The goals of the Valianettes are to
stress scholarship and loyally to fellow
man. country and (iod
Citizenship and sisterhood is also
si ressed
"Our whole organization Is based on
sisterhood." she commented Hut
Kut ledge added. "We're most definitely
not a sorority
A traditional activity is taking care of
the flags by the Daniel Honne Statue
ever) other week
They also sell Homecoming mums
which is their biggest fund-raiser of the
year said Rulledge
The valianettes participate in drill
meets during Ihe spring liist year they
participated in three drill meets and
won first place twice and second-place

once
In April, they will be sponsoring an
invitational drill meet Judges from
hurt Knox will preside over Ihe competition
The members come from a variety of
majors and ihey help each other
srhnlasticallv and with personal
problems, according lo Rulledge
I have a fine group of girls and Ihey
stick hv me." she commented

Dependable Auto
m Big Hm Ave
1
Supply,
Inc.
••rr !! ■■»•
623-4280

On

Winterize Your Car Yet?

J\K arts.

OPEN 8 TIL?

inc t invci ~ii\ hnen service will he
made next .emester. said Salerron
Women's Interdorm is also planning
In work w iih I he residence hall's stall in
Ihe implementation of Women's
Awareness Week which will be held the
week ot Feh 3-9 A committee was
lormed al Tuesday's meeting lo offer
suggestions

Winning drill team

czHa'c

Richard McDonald (owntr)
Crickett Portwood
Shiela Noland
Valarie Kerby

which is working on designing better
kitchen facilities for the droms
Co S|Kinsonng Ihe Monster Bash
with Men s Interdorm
• Designing a poster campaign for
quiet hours during finals week for
rinsing Ihe dorms at Christmas and for
eliminating roaches in the residence
halls
Women's Interdorm also discussed
several projects now in Ihe planning
stages that they said Ihey hope to carry
through in Ihe spring semester
Hans air now being made for a
IMIIIIII show thai will he held Feh l<* in
11 ■ i ..in Brock Auditorium
Loral
merchant* will displas
\ -.ui \e\ to find out Ihe student
opinion on the imlivy ami procedures of

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475

(606) 623-2300
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN
PARKING IN REAR.

Check with our Dependable staff they
can help you with our competitive prices
on all parts.
205 Gen Lane

|Mar-Tan Optical, Inc. 623-4267

Your Dependable Auto Supplier

J.T. (Tannyl PHEL~S

93P

SPECIALS it
TOCtliMAU IMIOPtNlNGOf

OU» N(VV IOCAIION ON IM1 l

AM

l »N B< PASS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NoveMber 30 and December 1

FAMOUS
RECIPE REGULAR DINNER
(3 pi9cos chicken. mosh*dpo'ofo«s g'uvy 'o'e »>o»v
ond? biscuit's,

2FOR | phis SI.00
Buy First Dinner
For Regular
•rice ($2 40).

GET SECOND
FOR ONLY '1
Youfov.T'

Eat-In or Carry Out.
Use Our Convenient
Drive-Thru

NO SUBSTITUTIONS. Pit AS* I

t
f

1t
t
1

If

t

12 01 PEPSI
With Any Offer

Of 75" Or More

$m

2 LITER PEPSI
With Purchase Of
Bucket Or Barrel
Famous Recipe Chicken
To Introduce Our New
Knepy Chicken We
Will Give One Piece Of

KRISPY CHICKEN
f*tt With Any Purchase Friday and Saturday.

SANDWICHES
Voui
ChOK*

■ ^^
M

Htm. Root Beef Fish. Bai-B-0
Port Bai-e-Q Chicken, or
Filet ol Ckckt* Breast

LOOK FOR OUR
7ET. CHICKEN
he Will Alternate Between Oui
Two Richmond location.
With FREE Balloons AM
Sucker, Fn Ihe Kiddies
(No Purchase Required)

6000 AT BOTH RICHMOND LOCATIONS
EASTERN
BY-PASS
DIAL 633-0900

CttD

U.S. 25
SOUTH
DIAL 623-0235

P*— O/Vol. U/No. M
Tit* t aatarn N|1
IMM, Nimiai.a 2t. 1t7S

$

The
Week
Ahead

Campus Clips
Another
traditional
Christmas
program. Handel's "Messiah." will
also he performed Dec 9. at 8 p m in
Hiram Krork Auditorium

Christmas,
Las Vegas style
Playboy bunnies kids and gambling
Kun for all and toys for tots
So it will be on I>ec 6 when the
i>upree Hall house council stages
"<"hrislmas
I .as Vegas Style" at
Walters Hall from 7 30 to II p.m
The event. also sponsored by the I' S
Marine corps. Reserve as well as Rich
mond-nrea merchants, will feature four
"bunnies" from the Cincinnati Playboy
flub, an unnamed celebrity and will
nenefll Toys for Tots
According to Russell Moore, chairman of the committee planning the
.vent the Wallers Hall lobby will be
itecoratedas a casino Kach person who
presents a new toy-with a minimum
value of $2 at the door -- or pays $2 50 in
. ash - will be given *5O0 in play money
'" be spent during the evening, he said
The committee also plans to have
Homecoming queen candidates act as
■ able or '(ame masters." said Moore

Hanging of the
Greens
The oldest traditional Christmas
program at the I'niversit) the Hanging
"l the C.reens will be held in the Keen
i"hnson Kuilding at •» p m . Dec 9
The speaker for this VKh annual
rvenl will he the Reverend Donald H
Mnith
pastor of the Beechmont
Presbyterian Church. Louisville He is
the vm .it the I'niversity's registrar
In celebration of the programs
iialf-century anniversary. Mrs Man
K Richards, retired faculty member
a ill read excerpts from past programs
.iiid some past directors of the
ceremnny will attend
The program includes a candlelight
procession scripture reading, and
.ipil ringing by about loo members of
. .impus student organizations
!>r
■ icorge Muns music department
.-hairman. will lead group singing

Kennedy support
requested

K> DONNA Hl'NCII
Orgiiniralions hditor

\
meeting
to
tormulate
an
icganization suppi>rting Democratic
Presidential candidate Sen Kdward
Kennedy of Massachusetts will be held
Tuesday . I >ec -4 at « p m in < '.inference
KiNim l< nf the Powell Kuilding
Kor further informal ion. call 624-3301
Ml interested persons are invited to
.it tend

ALE

Toda\,Nov.29
Truth will appear in concert tonight
at 7 .10 p m in Brock Auditorium This
< 'hnslian group has traveled across the
nation and to many foreign countries
sharing their message The Central
Kentucky concert and l<ecture Series
will piesent the Prague ( hamber
Orchestra at 8:15 in tniversiiy of
Kentucky's Memorial Hall

meeting

The Association ol l«i« Knforcement
AI.K will hold its last meeting of the
semester i hursday. IH-c fi at 4 :MI p m
The location will be announced later

Friday, Nov. 30
The women's banketball tram will
O|MII the .lames Madison Invitational
T'-urney in Harrisonburg. tonight at 7
p m
Saturday, Dec. I

Whitaker elected
hi Charles Whitaker. director of
freshman Knglish programs and Aimee
Vlexander. associate professor of
Knglish attended the ?ecent tall
meeting nl the Kentucky Council
Teachers ol Knglish at Owensboro
Whitaker was elected vice president
n|
the college section of the
organization
Mexander is a former
president of 'he Kentucky Council
leather- of Knglish

Ski show
\ skiing film and style show
presented h\ Phillip (Jails '«ill be .the
feature of the iKvemher 4 meeting of
the l.exinaton Ski Club
The meeting will be at 8 pm on
luesd.u Dec J .it the Campbell House.
I ITS llarrodsburg Road in l.extngton
Vnyone interested in snow 'sknnc is
invited to attend the meeting
For more information about the
meeting or the Lexington Ski Club call
'he club's Code-.i phone number in
Lexington 252-5750

Mike \ escto. president of the Sigma Nu fraternity, began the Sigman NiTs run
to Morehead with the game football Money raised through pledges for the run
will be donated to the paramedics

Nu run

Film honors outstanding blacks
H\ M MNMII I KK
finest Writer
Thursday Nov S, the Black Student
I nion presented a film entitled "Black
History l.ost. Stolen, or Strayed
The film, narrated by well-known
actor comedian
Bill
Cosby,
acknn«Iedged
outstanding
achievements of blacks that are
somehow
left out" of the hislorv
honks
Kor instance the first man to visit the

North Pole was black and spoke the
Kskimo language The inventor of the
machine to mass produce soles for
shoes was black, also
The film also discussed the way in
which America has viewed blacks
throughout the years based on the
portrayal of blacks in the movies
Basically, blacks were depicted as
stupid. Iaz> and frightened creatures
They possessed the ability to turn white
when frightened and their eyes
protruded from their sockets: thev

stole chickens and above all. they could
always find a reason to dance for joy.
no matter what, the film said
The idea of blacks possessing such
super-human characteristics were
popularized by such screen productions
as "Shirley Temple." "Amos and
Andy." "I'ncle Tom's Cabin." and
"(ireen Pastures
Although many of these ideas were
formed years ago. they still tend to
prevail upon much of American
thinking today, according to the film

Sunday. I)ec.2
The (ireg Adams Building is now
■•pen lor indoor tennis play It will be
open from 12 noon to 11:30 p.m. today.
I'he toiled Methodist < am pus Center
will hold a celebration service this
morning at 9:80 am
Monday, l)ec.3
Tonight is the I'niversity's first home
basketball game of the season when the
( oliMirls fare I'niverslty of North
Carolina
charlotte
in Alumni
t 'oliseum al 7 «> p m
Wednesday, Dec.5
The I ni\ersit\ ol Cincinnati Singers
will perform in Brock Auditorium at
7 30 p m There will be no admission
charge Pre-regisiratlon starts today

Dr. Marion S. Roberts

IT*.***™ /

OPTOMETRIST

5 WITH/
COUPON

y*

■

Mon. - Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-1
f1rYlS'

205 y2 Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky. 623-6643

218 S. Porter Dr. 623-3651

HAIRLOOM 1
For appt. call Sharon

202 SOUTH THIRD

QUALITY
PIZZA & SANDWICHES

Lunch Special

In house
hniico /-ink/
:in
only

: EXPIRES DEC 14. 1

O

4 inch
Sandwich
& Regular
Soft Drink
$L65

fWadness !
$2.95!

•

j Kctfurar 12
Pizza will.

2 loppings
of your choice
EXPIRES DEC.44, 1979*
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ft*
••

TRUTH
LIVE!
BROCK AUDITORIUM
November 29th, Tonight
730 P.M.
Tickets At The Door: $1.49 EKU Students
$1.99 All Others

' »

\

EXPIRES DEC. 5. 1979

Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens

HAIRMASTERS

■

ALL HAIRCUTS

Call Today for Your Appointment

pe

The 4 IIIIIMI I - basketball team will
open its season tonight when it travels
to Indiana to take on Butler The annual
\iin\ versus Navy game will be
televised on channel 62 at 4 p.m

624-2244
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Sports
Talent search
in big cities
1
One of the favorite criticisms
made by rival schools toward the
Colonel basketball program is this:
Why should Eastern have to go to
the big cities like Washington, New
York and Chicago to recruit?
Acually. it's nobody's business to
say who can or cannot play for the
Colonels. Ed Byhre and his
colleagues are the sole determinants of that matter No person
has the right to say whether or not
he approves of an athlete's
background.
But such a response, even if it is
a valid one. does not answer the

Such was the case for two of the
top recruits in the state last year.
Mark Fothergill and Melvin
Turpin. a couple of very good
prospects, had each set his sights
upon wearing Big Blue. When it
became obvious that UK was
landing national talent, the Kentuck\ prep stars turned their attentions to other "big-time" institutions in lieu of the OVC.
Fothergill
and
Turpin
cold
have become stars in the OVC,
simply because the conference is
•Kit blessed with big centers. Many
have said, in fact, that the only

'The average Kentucky prep stars
will view the OVC teams
as below their inflated standards'
question. Why does Eastern recruit
big city talent anyway?
The people of Kentucky are
served by two very influential
publications:
The
Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times and
The l.ouiiutnn Herald and Leader.
Kentucky readers accept these
newspapers on the same level as
the Bible
When The Courier-Journal and
Times and The Herald-Leader
publish their respective basketball
tabloids, even the mediocre high
school players in Kentucky are
made to look like major college
talent.
These same publications give the
Ohio Valley Conference a small
amount of respectability The
coverage is sometimes enough but
column space isn't the issue. II
Kentucky readers are told that the
OVC
is
a
second-class
organization, they will believe it
The net result of this situation is
that much of the Kentucky high
school talent chooses to attend outof-state schools unless they are
deemed
worthy
to
attend
the University of Kentucky or
Louisville.

thing preventing OVC teams from
consistently competing nationally
is an intimidating big man.
However, the idea of playing at
an OVC school was apparently not
as appealing as sitting on the bench
somewhere else. Fothergill is now
at Maryland and Turpin. still
iH'lieving that he will someday
fulfill his dream at UK. is idling his
talents at a Virginia junior college
Are these two athletes, among
others in Kentucky, justified in
believing that their capabilities
are above competition in the OVC?
The most respected, but not
necessarily the most accurate
judges of the question are national
magazines, such as Street and
Smith's Basketball Yearbook.
which provide ratings of the
nation's high school talent.
These publications haven't got
crystal balls in vyhich to look to spot
the U'ji players around the nation.
They have to rely on regional
sources, like major newspapers, to
identity the yearly crop of
prospects
So what do the editors of these
magazines think when they see
Kentucky high school players with
their laces splashed across the

onday
adnessl
Mondays only...
With the coupon below get
$2.00 off any large 2 or
more item pizza.
Offer good every Monday
thru 12/17/79
It's madness!

Women slip
to 2-1 after
tourney win

.5
state's major publications? They
must think, from all the publicity,
that Kentucky is the nation's
hotbed of high school basketball.
Therefore, the listings in Street
and Smith's IS79 Yearbook contained the names of 12 Kentucky
high school stars. That's about
three times the national average,
based on population. Only neighboring Indiana could boast a higher
percentage.
One might conclude from these
figures that Kentucky and Indiana
produce an abundance of blue-chip
ball players and that each year,
scouts and coaches from all over
the country drool at the wealth of
Bluegrass and Hoosier talent.
A more logical explanation
would be that The Courier-Journal
and The llerald-I.eader have led
the people in Kentucky into
thinking that their schoolboy
heroes are the class basketball
prospects in the nation. And with
the pro-UK feeling that has long
existed in the state, the average
Kentucky prep stars will view the
OVC teams as below their inflated
standards.
Byhre and his assistants, Max
Good and Bobby Washington, have
therefore seen it necessarv to
recruit in Chicago and other
metropolitan areas in order to
bring in the talent needed to build
the teams that will compete
nationally and give the Colonel
fans the quality of basketball they
demand
Of course, true quality players
from
Kentucky
are
never
overlooked in recruiting. All siv
Kentucky natives on the Colonel
squad are evidence of that.
The Colonel staff is just not
content to accept picked-over
basketball recruits. This method,
used in the past by most OVC
schools, produced a winner about
once every 20 years
II is very gratifying to know that
the coaches at Eastern will not let
their program be dictated for them
as the case has been with coaches
in the past.
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Kmart

The team, which will defend its
Kentucky Stale Championship this
season, has begun morning workouts
three days a week These workouts
include weight training and running in

addition lo the swimming |x>rtion
The meet al Marshall will he the
opener on what Ihe team and coaches
consider an extremely strenuous
schedule Included are Southeastern
Conference foes Georgia. Kentucky.
Tennessee and Auburn, in addition to
defending Mid American Conference
champs Kent State and Big Ten power
Ohio Slate
The sc.ison will be concluded with the
Midwest Championships at Normal.
Ill . in March and Ihe NCAA Cham
pionships
The traditional Kentucky Slate
Championship Meet has l>een terminated due to lack of interest on the
parts ol Western Kentucky and IK.
according lo l.ichly
l.ichty will lie aided this year by Tim
t'nllill. .1 lull lime .issistant coach and
tiarj Burner ;< graduate assistant

■

filMM restaurant

Good
Fnii.i.
Onlv

DAILY LUNCHEON AND DINNER SPECIALS

Wilh Cole Slaw. Potato
Roll M, Buffer

77

$2
chiWr«« <mtm IO

$!.*§/

muX

K

Students .Faculty
FAKHLV r..t.u«nt

Every MONDAY
Serving 4 to 7
ALL YOU CAN EAT
"Special"
Italian Style
Spaghetti Dinner
Include* Salad Bar,
Roll & Butler

GOOD FRIDAY

SPECIALS
MEN'S t LAOICS

PANTS,

SPORT

tf~ MEW "••»"'•"'

Q7<
* '

Every TUESDAY
Serving 4 to 7

ALL YOU CAN EAT

"Special"
Batter Dipped
Fimh Dinner

nI

Wilh Coir Slaw. Potato.
ftolf m\ Butter

47

re,,,u nt

"

Every WEDNESDAY
Serving 4 to 7
FAMILY NIGHT
Choose an Entre
Veal Cutlet
Chuckwagon
Liver & Onions
Turkey Breast

In, lujr. Small Dnmk A Irllo

97

SI

$2
CMMrea —oW is

K™« MCW

$1.27

CkMrca «»*»r 10

PLAIN

DRESSES M eq

$1.27

RICHMOND SHOPPING PLAZA

<

UU

2 PIECE SUITS

EA.

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON HANGERS

alts

Free refill* ON Beveragem purchased wilh above dinner*.
Serving Daily Till 700 - SMMUV Till 5:00

^

HA

SWEATERS COATS 89 EA.
R
SKIRTS,

$1"
CMWrea uiuWr in

Pleas** present your Student or Faculty ID Ca'd

on MEN'S £ LADIES

rt

Off any large 2 or more
item pizza - Mondays only
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 12/17/79
Fast, Free Delivery
119 S. Collins
Phone: 623-7724

Hollowing ;i successful Intrusquad
.Meet, the Kleclritying Kels swim team
will open its regular season schedule
this Saturday at Marshall University in
lluntington. \\ Va
Head coach Dan l.ichty's l»79m>
M|U.III u ill include a wealth of Ireshman
talent, including Mike Anderson, of Si
Mary's. Ohio, who was voted Kel of Ihe
Meet for ihe intrasquad scrimmage
The experienced returnees include
junior <'hris Cray of Knoxville. Tenn .
who swept through the 200-yard and 500yard freestyles and ihe 200 yard butterfly for the Maroon team, which won
over Ihe White team. 56-48

\__^mam^m^mo^^—^^m.

"Special"
Batter Dipped
Chicken Dinner

Copyright 1979

Maroon Eels
out-swim White team

THfe SAVING PLACE

Every SUNDAY
Serving 12 to 5
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Our drivers leave the
store with less than $10.
We reserve the right
to limit our delivery area.
Prices subject to
sales tax.

l-ady Colonels' sophomore Sandra Mukes scores two of her 10 points during
Tuesday night's 57-50 loss to Cincinnati iphnlo by Scoti vetim*1

H ^^^^~^~^-~-#~1

If— MCW "—■"•*

Fast, Free Delivery
119 S. Collins
Phone: 623-7724

By PRANK Bt'SII
Staff Writer
The women's basketball team proved
the fact thai it is looking beltei wilh
every game as the team traveled lo
Virginia to participate in ihe .lames
Madison Tournament
The women captured the tournament
and had Ihe most valuable player in Ihe
tournament in 6-1 junior Sandy Uriel!
who scored 27 points and pulled down !fi
rebound*
K.I.-IITM licgan Ihe torn namenl w ith ;i
H2-5T win over North Carolina This put
K.isiern in ihe finals and the Women
i.in.c hitch Irom a four P'lim halttime
dclirii
i o-4K over .lame* Vludisoi
I niverxiiv
11 looked ax if Kastern would continue
its winning streak against Cincinnati
this past Tuesday al home The women
came out hot. jumping to a 32-2H lead .n
the hall Hut due to bad shooting. M
turnovers and minor loul iroub'e Ihe
learn went on lo lose .Y7-5n
Turnovers hurt the team Ihe most
causing them lo lose several scoring
opportunities In the firsi ball ihe learn
onlv had six turnovers
This was the team's firs' home i dine
ol ihe season and it drew a light lur
noul
Kastern .jumped out to u on lead led
hy the shooting of (ineb and > to
sophomore Sandra Mukes and also by
the costly turnovers that hampered the
Kearkittew m the first half Kastern'*
Marling live were (ineb. Mukes :,i,
senior l.oretla Coughhn. fi 2 senior sue
Carroll and freshman Tina W'erinulh
Kastern led ihe whole firs) half,
boosted by the play of reserve i.t
sophomore Chancellor Dugan l>ugan
came in thegame and scored four quick
points and three rebounds but gttl into
loul trouble with three early louls
(irieb and Mukes led ihe scoring in Ihe
lirst hall with eight points apiece
Kastern started the same live m the
second half One of theteaui s problems
was shooting in the second hall The
Colonels went over seven and nne halt
minutes without scoring a basket with
iheir first basket of the second hall
coming with 13:55 remaining in the
game The Bearkittens outwore I 'lie
Colonels MM and that seemed to I ■ Ihe
turning point of the game
The Lady Colonels did have u i. ••
rally led by (ineb and Wermulh but I
fell shorl due to more turnovers and
touts
The team had many chances in Ihe
final minutes lo win but bad oflensive
plays and poor offensive rebounding
hurt ihe team in the waning moments
The leading scorer in tl e garni »;i!
Cincinnati's (i-1 sophomoi e Sue KOch
and "> :t senior Anita Wlteher Hold had
13 |Hiints

OR FOLDED

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRs
Shoppers Village
Shopping Center
or
Main Street Location

/.'
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Scoreboard
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(MHO VALLEY CONFERENCE KOOTRALLSTATISTICS
FINALSTANDINGS

■oill«i VALLEY rONFERENCE TKAM
First Team Offensr

1'nsitinn
KmmiiiK Hack
Kmiiiin:'. hack
I;.11■ 111rlC li.irk
ijuartcrhack
liyhi i-nd
i itfensive tackle
«Mlc-nsive lackle
(HICUMvi' tlii.ir<i
ll|l.ii-i\r ii.ii <I
c iflfttnivv Kuard
< .iiifi
\\ idc1 receiver
Kicki-r

I'layer
Iternard Mclntosh
Dak I'allon
I'annv l.ee Johnson
John Hall
Kicky Cwinn
Ken I Jew
iTiarlie Young
Jeff Alsup
K■• \ in tirrvr
Kred Kuckymore
llavM Neal
Kddie Preston
ItavM K tores

School
Morehead Stale
Kaslcrn Krnturkv
Murrav Stale
Western Kentucky
Western Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Morehead Stale
Western Kentucky
Ka-trm Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Kaslern Kentucky
Western Kentucky
Kastern Kentuckx

Vr
Sr
Jr.
Jr
Jr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Sr
So.
Sr
Sr.
Sr
Jr.

Hi
wt
r»-9
IHO
'-Ill TIB
W
Sts
«-l
IW
M
22".
M
2SS
tn>
250
M
225
«-l
22M
*-l
23S
*>-2
251
><<>
IB"
5-»
i;n

CONFERENCE t.AMKS

Hometown
I truce. Miss
Cincinnati, till
Kast I'raine. MO
tiiMKllettsville. TN
Nashville. TN
Aiken. S C
Wash Crossing, I*A
<;<¥«llettsville. TN
« iminnati. OH
Deraiur. «;A
I rxiimlon. KY
Nashville. TN
i in
HI OH

W
6
5
3
3
2
I
n

1 Murray Stale
2 Kastern Kentucky
:i Morehead State
4 Western Kentucky
5 Austin Peay
fi Middle Tennessee
7 Tennessee Tech
■Akron

L
0
I
2
3
4
5
5

T |'(T PF PA
0 | two Ifi2 SS
n
833 171
57
I
5R3
55 7R
o .MXI ||6 HII
0 333
92 118
o
|«7
lilt 171
I n83
41 I.1H

H 1.

T
1

9

"

1
2

T.

4

•i

5
4
9
K 2
5 II

7
1
l

8

0
1
II
II
II

Pre-season

AM. GAMES
IHT PF PA
864 263 116
818 283 126
550 96 121
500 223 217
636 198 150
UNI 137 133
182 103 232
546 232 223

All-OVC
Basketball Team
First Team
James Tillman. EK
Kennev Hammonds. Ml)
Trev f rumbo. WK
Charlie Clay. MO
Hruce Jones. EK

-Akron will not be included in computation of team or individual
statistical rankings. Akron becomes eligible for Ohio Valley Conference
Championships in 1980

First Team llefrnse

V

it. »II lineman
llouti liiii-niiin
I town lineman
I inv.n lineman
I Tli-iiMve end
I leleiiMVC end
I iiicliacker
I inrliackcr
i 'i-ep hack
i lecu hack
|ll'l-|l luil
, "•■ep hack
UtltCr

Kichard Wozniak
JIN* Kirharri
Tim Kurd
Kick I _inptn-i
larl Kstelle
tilenn Junes
Kodney Jefferson
lluli Mt-lntirr
Terry l.ove
Lynn Hailstock
llanin Martin
tlreg KvatK
Steve Itavis

Mislin IVay
Kastern Kcntuckx
Weslern Kentucky
Murray Slate
Western Kentucky
Murray Stale
Morehead Slate
Kaslrrn Kenlarky
Murray State
VURlin I'eay
Kastern Kentucky
Murrav Slate
Tennessee Tech

Jr
Sr.
Sn
'r
Sr
So
Sr
sr
It
Sr
*■'•
Sn
Sr

Ml
5-11
t;-4
<• :l
r.ti
vio
VII

-In
SIS
245
SIS
2lti
IHH
195
MI
;ii;
M SIS
VIII 185
vit ins
i.n aw
MI

IWI

t enlcrville. TN
l.i-\iii|!lon. Ky.
Valley Station. KY
Uochesler. KV
Nunsville. KV
Memphis. TN
Mansfield. OH
Louisville. KV
May wood. II.
New Castle. PA
l.miisville. KV
SI Louis. MO
New Market. TN

Seronil Ti-ain

Individual Statistics
SCORING
l.indsey lludspeth Ml:
Dale Cation EK
Uavid Klores KK
Jerry Parrish-EK
Kddie Preston-WK
Mike Meador AP
Harry Skaggs-WK

THREES COMPANY
MENSWEAR

Shoppers ViHage
Eastern By-Pass

50% ow
r

Every Thing In Our
Entire Stock
Pathfinders
Quinii

let it snow,
let it snow,
let it snow!

IVenWar
clothing & shoes
623-2341

Andy's Pizza
Palace

$ H OFF

1

Any 14' '
Pizza

II
in
10
10
4

TD

EP FG
0

TACKLES ANIJ ASSISTS

TP PPG
4 'I
M
IK
4 |
51
■JH
42
4 ]
42 4.2

II

:i:l
o
0

a
o

40
7.5

411
30

T

A

TOT

Hob Mclnlyre-EK
Carl Kstelle WK
Fred Griffin EK
Joe Richard KK
Stan Wright MT
Tommy Warren-MO

62
53
67
77
99
69

76
78
58
43
19
47

138
131
125
12(1
118
116

"'yk InlllUllVf ML

57

M

115

OPEN DAILV 09. SUNDAYS 1.30-6
Charge l|i We Honor

THURS.
THRU
SAT.

SALE

THE CHRISTMAS SAVING PLACE

CEEI
Mini
Sizes

Sir

Keep your feet warm
and toasty this WinJet
lust put em in a pair of
Pathfinders insulated
hiking boots by
Morgan Qumn

Use Our
Layaway Plan

G
II
10

I eniv t'oleman. Ml
Hickv Wrav. WK
Pete M.u;- TT
tiary Honker, Mr
ChrlS Harris. MT
Mike Prince. WK
Others .receiving votes: Greg
i'i ill Ii M in
MO: Craig McCormick,
WK. Dennis Pagan. AP. Tim
Thomas. AP: Tommy Haker. EK:
Glem Napier. MO: Curtis Wehsler,
AP. Andy Hurton. AP.
_>

Men's
Sizes

*9

$8

*//

Crew neck
Sweater

Collar n Crew
Sweater Style

Oui Reg 10 97
For stylish good
looks
and
warmth.
too
Soft acrylic knit
in sloped jac
auard patients
With
r dglan
sleeves

Oic F«« *] I.1 (.
Pulling
i"
.1
'.rii.lM ,,in M,||

Fashion-stripe
Collar n Craw
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' Our Reg 4 77 24x46 Beth
SolidLcolor or Strt-eri Towels
Fine quality Cannon* towels in sobd-color collon poiyesier or striped conon leny Save now

220 E Main ^/

Free Delivery

4 »6 Standard
wcaaes.Pr
3 »7
. jr 6 44 Double Flat
or Fined
4.S7
Our 9 97 Queen Flat

To Campus After
4:00 On Any
Order Over '2.00

623-5400

oo

Oui n.uj

'Our Reg 4 97 Twin Fial Filled
Lmurlotis Mo Iron Psrcals Sftssts
Beautiful floral print on amoofh potyester cotton
percale 180 threads per sq inch

88°°

Our Dee 9« 97

333 00

■•Ilia* Stsrso Witll Dual R.cordsrt
AM/FM MPX receiver 8 track and cassette
players recorders record changer, speakers

3-Way Modular St«r«0 System
(n|oy AM:lM FMiiifio broodcotlt, liit«n to records
and play S troth topet. Automatic, 2-ipeed record
player comii with coil cower Tap* playar faoturet
rhonns-l tolector bufon Motchod tpeakort dvlivor
groot high fidelity sound

Sun.-Thurs.
4:00P.M.-12:30A.M.
Fri.-Sat.

1%;

4:00P.M.-1:00A.M.

1,

•
(OerlewPrke
2S.I7
test lectenr lefcete » 00
Tear
Net Ceil
'-'"•'C.l
,3 ,,
Aherleclenilekete

Andy's Pizza
Palace
350 Eastern
By-Pass

23 87

Witti Rsbets

Reg 139; Save $4
Deluxe Cortfyroy Mdrast Pillow
Luxurious cotton corduroy tilted with comfortabte
yet firm kapok conon Save now el K men

Our Reg 3 97
SUns.ru 20x26" Slsap fillow
Pratty eyeiet-emoossed polyeslei cotton ticking
liHed with nutty polyester Save al K mart now

Mr. CcffM With CoHss Savs
10 cup tUe. Ultra speed beswinf tyttsm,
oottee-tever tunnel. 26 disposable filters

RICHMOND PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER, RICHMOND, KY.
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Byhre unsure of line-up
B> BRIAN HI VIK
F'ralures Kdllor
An II slands now. there are three
i.urly rertain things in Colonel head
coach Kd Ryhre's life: Turk Tillman.
Bruce .lones and David Tierney.
Deaih and taxes will have to take a
hack seat to his basketball squad's
starting lineup for Saturday's opener
with Butler
Tillman. .lones and Tierney are.

according to Byhre, the moat likely
players to find themselves in a starting
role - especially after the team's final
public scrimmage Monday night at
Alumni Coliseum.
However, that leaves two starting
positions open.
"I think we're looking at a situation
where several people are very, very
close." said Byhre. "I had hoped
tonight (the scrimmage> would answer

some questions""•'
Actually, it seemed to create a few
more And Byhre has been playing a
kind of "E#t's Make a Deal" in order to
find solutions.
Behind Door No. I is freshman Terry
Bradley, a 6-6'j forward. In the
scrimmage. Bradley scored 17 points
and added eight rebounds for the
Maroon team, which basically consisted of the younger players.
And although his team lost by a score
of 106-104. Bradley was a satisfied man - for the most part
"I was pretty pleased with my performance from the inside," said
Bradley afterwards. "The only thing
that really bothered me was the free
throws. I only hit one out of seven."
Behind Door No. 2 is 6-9 freshman
pivotman Anthony Conner. Conner lead
the White team with 12 rebounds,
providing a bit of the "board strength"
that Byhre has so badly wanted.
"We need to teach our new players a
lot of things but they showed some poise
at times tonight. And they hit the offensive boards well," Byhre said.
An example was freshman center
Kevin Gainey. who followed Conner
with II rebounds -- many of them
coming on the offensive end.
Another new face who could open a
few doors for the Colonels is Steve
Robinson, a 6-5 forward turned guard
"I've been impressed with him ever
since he got here." Byhre said "I'm
very pleased with Steve because first
and foremost, he's an excellent competitor And he's got great endurance "
So. loo. does guard Donnie Moore,
coming hack from a burn injury and
skin graft this past summer on his
lower left leg. Playing for the Maroon
team.the6-2 Moore hit lOof 17 from the
field while scoring 24 points.
"That sine way I know I can shoot."
Moore said "Coming off the skin graft - and not being able to shoot a
basketball all summer -1 thought I had
a pretty good showing
"I'vegot a big heart. I've got a lot of
pride And 1 don't want anybody to
forget Donnie Moore I want them to
know I can still play "
Moore did let everyone know And
Turk Tillman. the nation's leading
returning scorer, merely reminded
ihem by scoring 39 points - hitting 13 of
his last 14 shots

Junior Ruard Bruce Jones drives past freshman Buddy Cox for a layup in
Monday's Intrasquad scrimmage Jones tallied 24 points as his team won 106104. but James "Turk" Tillman led all scorers with 89 (photo by Steve Brown)

James 'Turk' Tillman
selected for all-conference team
James "Turk" Tillman of Eastern
Kentucky heads up the selections for
the preseason all Ohio Valley Conference basketball team The 6-4 senior
from Washington. D.C., was the OVC
Player of the Year last season,
averaging 26.9 points per game That
figure makes Tillman the leading
returning scorer in the nation this year
He was the only unanimous choice in
the voting by the league coaches

Tillman was joined on the first team
by Kenney Hammonds of Murray State.
an all-OVC pick as a freshman a year
ago: Trey Trumbo of Western Ken
lucky, an all OVC guard from Fayetleville. Ark ; Charlie Clay of Morehead
State. all-OVC in 78-'79 as a forward;
and Bruce Jones of Eastern Kentucky,
a junior all-OVC guard from Sharpsburg. Ky.

While Byhre seemed obviously
pleased with Tillman's scoring he also
expressed a wish for the future. "I
really hope he continues to improve in
other phases"~of the game - like
passing." he said
Kor now. however. Byhre is focusing
his consciousness on a starting lineup
"We're facing a crisis regarding who
we're going to play You don't see them
on a day-to-day basis like we do." said
Byhre '"You can't imagine what we're
lining through."
Monty Hall might understand more
ihan anyone.

Colonel tailback Alvin Miller, a second team all-OVC choice,
carries the ball past a Morehead defender in the 34-7 romp
over the Ragles. The win capped the school's first nine-win

Colonels hope for playoffs
after first nine-win season
By JEFF SMI1.KY
Sports Kditor
Despite a 34-7 thrashing of Morehead
State to close out the team's first nine
win season, head football coach Koy
Kidd's Colonels fell short of the Ohio
Valley Conference championship and
now must wait to see if the remaining
playoff spot will be available.
Murray, the OVC champs, climbed to
the number two spot in the National
Division l-AA poll and will host l.ehigh.
the Fast representative, in the first
round of the playoffs on Dec..8.
The Hacers earned the berth with a
30-20 win two weeks ago at Western
Kentucky
The Colonels could still win the at
large berth and the home-field advantage for the first-round game if
Southern University upsets top-ranked
Grambling this Saturday in the
Superdome.
If Southern does upset Grambling.
the OVC would stand to gain considerable financial benefits. The addition of Eastern into the four-team
playoffs would double the already
plentiful amount the conference will
receive due to Murray's berth.

Last year. Florida A & M and
Massachusetts, the Division I-AA
finalists, received a gross total of over
$150,000. while Jackson Slate and
Ncvadaftenn. losers in the semi-finals,
grossed over $60,000
Grambling. by winning, would claim
some of that money for itself and the
Southwest Athletic Conference, of
which Southern is also a member.
Ironically. Southern would stand to
gain more financially if it lost to
Grambling and thereby ensured its
conference foe of a trip to the playoffs
By the same token. Western and
Morehead each did themselves and the
(>V(' a favor by losing to Murray and
F.astern and sustaining the conference's playoff hopes.
In the West. Nevada-Reno defeated
Northern Arizona and won the spot
reserved for the western teams Keno
will be the only team from last year's
playoffs to return
Northern would have been the
reprcsentalive had they defeated
Nevada-Beno However, if the game
had been a tie. the door would have
been opened for Montana Stale, which
defeated both teams during the season

Dr. C. L. Davis and Dr. D. B. Coleman

Style Shop

Twelve
Colonels
honored
Twelve members of the 19TO
Colonel football team were honored
on Ihe all-Ohio Valley Conference
first and second teams
The seven players on the first
learn included nose guard Joe
Kichard. who finished second to
Murray's Terry l.ove in Ihe balloting
lor defensive Player of the Year
(II her first team members were
Hob Milnlvie. linebacker. Danny
Martin, eornerback: Dale Pattnn
fullback: Kevin Greve. offensive
guard: David N'eal. center; and
David Flores. place kicker
The second team members included Alvin Miller, running back.
Kill Hughes, quarterback: Jerry
1'arnsh. wide receiver;
Tim
Frommeyer. defensive end. and
George Floyd, defensive back

BONANZA' S FAMOUS
RIBEYE DINNER

Dr. W. R. Isaacs
and Associates

Bobby
Jacks

season ever, but the team must hope for an upset this
weekend by Southern l niversity over top-ranked Grambling
in order to gain a playoff berth (photo by Mike Vescioi

• ^ Juicy Rihrves
• : Fluffy Baked Potatoes
• 2 Big Slices Texas roast
• And All The Salad You
Can I al Al Our <S Item
Salad Bar

OPTOMETRISTS

IS07 East Main

Otter Good With
Coupon Only
1 xpins Dr. s

Announce that they have moved downstairs,

Bring In This
Ad For A
Free Shampoo

two doors down from old location.
Complete Visual Service, Al Types of Contacts

HOURS:
Tues.-Fii. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 noon
Closed Monday

Baush ft Lomb
Soft Lens
In Stock

Heads Above The Rest

228 W. MAIN

Mon. Sat.

Downtown 623-3358

8:30 5.00

|1-Q

BONANZA

EASTERN BY PASS
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTtRj
Open 1 1-9 30 Sun
11-10 Fn Sil

Trims
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The biggest little santas In the
world are flying in to help you
let them know who you are.
"S" is lor "Santa" at Santa s
lai<orite store. We're waiting
for you and your initial too.

With the purchase of a
Large Pizza receive a
Small Thin Pizza Free
with coupon only

Free Delivery
623-7752/623-7759

This coupon
good thru 1979

Sun. 1p.m. MklniM
Mon.-Wed. 11a.m.-1a.m.
Thun.-Sat. 11a.m.-2a.m.
Downtown Water Street

Lay-away Your Gift Ideas Now!
Monday-Saturday 11:00-2:30

Daily Buffet $929

wear
garland's map

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Drink Not Included

Monday Night Buffet $3°?30: - 11:00
^
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.Shop Dally 830 800 Mon.Sat
' 100-5:30 Sunday
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Creativeness
be perlectlv captured on the best of
film.
bven the remarkable work of such
masters of sculpture as Michelangelo.
Buonarroti and Leonardo da Vinci
fail 10 rival the magnificient creations
ol the Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls,
the Swiss Alps and the Hawaiian
volcanos.
Robins and rattlers, crickets and
canaries, trogs and finches effortless
ly produce the array of tones,
melodies and rhythms which evaspcraiinglv just escape the musical grasp
ol all performers.
I he immortal words of Thoreau in
his classic work "Walden" when in
the company of the scene itself,
relates but a fraction of nature's
Hue wonders. Robert Frost lor all
his lalenl and stimulating works
cannol match the beauty ol a
"snowy evening."
I he mosl precise and talented
iewelets siill strive to achieve the
beauty, smoothness and brilliance ol
a stone recovered from a flowering
si ream.
I MM ihe low. sleek lines of the
modern sports car arc carefully

copied from the wild animals of the
jungle as arc many of the names.
Despite ihe immense efforts of
human artists and their tremendous
productions, perfection near thai of
the vvorld ol Nature has not and in Ihc
lorseeable future will not be realised
but for the time being the natural
beaut) is still available for viewing
even when the museums are closed.
for What It's Worth
After six weeks on the charts
"No More Tears iKnough is
Enough)" with Barbra Streisand
and Donna Summer, the song is
now number one on Record World
Singles chart
The Eagles' hit album.
The
Long Hun." is number one on
Record World Albums charts for
the tifth consecutive week. It has
been on the charts only seven
weeks.
The
music
department
is
working on iheir annual presentation of (he "Messiah" which will
IH' Dec 9al 8pm

Nightwing takes flight

Newly-organized rock band
captures third in talent contest
Itv ( lllliv I II \I.MI«ll!\

stall Writer
Who is NightwintJ'' Nightwing is ,i
newly organized mck band lhai tied lot
third place ill lh«' lalenl contest Fridnv.
\o\ "
Ninhlumii was organized on a week's
notice i" play a benefit in Madison
Village lor ilie Madison County Fire
depart men) Instead ol breaking up.
'be croup decided la stay together and

pul Iheir talents to use
Seotl Urehm. bass guitarist, was
approached bv ihe I'hi Mu Alpha music
fraternity lo organize a band lor a
benefit
"I got together with some of mv
Inends and we organized Ihis band.'
said Urehm "I knew these guys would
he ver\ interested "
other members of the band are Lisa
Stevens lead and back up singer
Kicky Mann, lead and hack up singer:

-I S
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•weddings

-

0

• portraits
•passports
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Exchange
Classified Ads
It's Easy
Call 622-1629
4th Floor Jones Blrlg.
Branriywine Shi Retort hat lull lime
lobs inside or outside lor men or gelt
who can drop out winter quarter pay
Marts at S3 50 per hour, can earn S2S00
Before spring and lave most ot it Free
sleeping quarter provided Write to Boi
343 IMorthfield Ohio 44067 and tell us
dbout vourseH
SJMMFR 80 What will you do' New
'980 Directory gives vou CONTACTS
■,.-■■-. ft Addresses! 'or SUMMER
JOBS O'der today
only $6.95 'plus
St 06 nandlingi
Check or rash to
'.jmnw Concepts. P 0 Bon 1072.
Oept K 48 i • laud. Fla 33302
WANTED DC comics published prior to
1974 Am especially interested in Batman
and Superman Am willing lo pay cash or
trade Also am interested in other types ol
comics published prior 10 1974 Call 9*6
1846

MEN' WOMEN' JOBS1 CRUISE
SHIPS' SAILING EXPEDITIONS' NO
experience Good pay' Europe' So
Pacific. Bahamas World' Send $4 95
for APPLICATION
INFO
JOBS lo
CRUISE
WORLD
BOX
60129.
Secremento CA 96860

>
a
u

•instant
photos

BIBLE
MOMENT
624-2427

Resurrection purpose
of Token Eskimos
Kv IHANKKKAKAKY
Staff Writer
The Token Kskimn Klues Hand plays
music with the intent of "resurrecting
K&lt
rhythm and bluest music."
which is what ihey might achieve.
They played downtown the weekend
before Thanksgiving break at Phone :t
Lounge and pleased Iheir audience with
both Ihe style ol music and perloruiance
Songs ihey played include "Cocaine"
by .1 .1 ('ale. "Sweet Home Chicago"
by Uoberl Johnson, and "Can't Hold
iiul" bv Klmore James
Some original songs by the band
included Wasting My Time." "Crowd
for Love" and "Maybe Next Time."
Token Kskimo band memhers are
Have Hrvan 23, Irom West Slewartslown, N II and a former member of

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP
MONEY
TO LOAN
On Anything Of Value
•Buy
•Sell
•Sell
•Pawn
South 3rd Bus Station

%& SERVICE DIRECTORY
-rW\
t« I
If*
»L ■
d

People
That
Can
Help

ihe Misfits, playing lead guitar and
vocals.
Leo Mason. 28. is from
eminence, and plays drums: his
brother l'-oody. 29. plays bass guitar
Over Ihe weekend the band had two
feature singers. Kelle and Julie Kmons.
both University students
Kelle Kmmons is a junior fashion
merchandising major and Julie Kmmons is a freshman with an undecided
major
Future plans for the Token Kskimos
include a tour through Florida until
Spring Hreak
*
They do plan In come back afterwards though According lo Bryan.
Richmond will probably be Ihe first
place Ihey come back to in Kentucky.
Itryan said, quoting Wayne Roberts
of the band Misfits and a t'niversity
alumni. "Everyone gets the blues now
and I hen "

Cincinnati's t'niversity Singers from
Ihe College-Conservatory of Music of
the t'niversity of Cincinnati will appear
in concert al Ihe t'niversity on I'w ">al
7 .to p.m.
''incinnali's University Singers is a
show chorus of 28 talented young
singing artists conducted by its musical
director. Dr. Karl Rivers, and
choreographed by Ms Joan Walton
The Singers will feature a first half
showcase of staged
Rroadway.
operetta and jazz favorites
In addition lo highlights Irom the
.urrent
New
York
hit
"Ain't
Misl»ehavin " 'he Singers will revive
Ihe stage and movie music ol Cole
I "orier and George Gershwin They will
also present an original medley "l
music of the Keatles
The second half of the concert will
feature music of Ihe Christmas season
lo include familiar carols newly
arranged, seasonal excerpts from
opera and musical theater, and novelty
madrigals by PD Q Bach
Cincinnati's t'niversity Singers is
America's mosl well-known collegiate
sh-iw chorus. The Singers have con
ceriized in Ihe Kastern. Midwestern
and S>uthern I'nited Stales In the
winter of 1978. Ihe Singers performed in
the Soviet t'nion and Poland
The Rockefeller Foundation selected
(incinnali's t'niversity Singers lo
record two albums of 19th century
musical theater and assorted secular
vocal music of the American people
The Singers have also been ac
claimed al national, regional, and state
conventions of Ihe American Choral
Directors Association and the Music
Kducalors National Conference
This season Ihe Singers are ap
pcanng for Ihe sixth season on the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra's
"Area ArlisI Series" With the ''in
cinnali Symphony Orchestra the
Singers have also appeared on the
Kight O'clock Pop Series and the
Summer Mini-Feslivals throughout
Ohio. Indiana and Kentucky

Orchestra on tour
The University Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Furl/Thomas, is on tour this
week presenting programs lo high
school students al Shclhyvilkr ni •!
Cincinnati
Pianist Roe van Koskirk is per
lorming Ihe Schumann Piano Concerto

MANAGER TRAINF.KS (,ET ON THE DOMINO'S PIZZA TEAM!
We are Ihe fastest growing pizza company in the world and we are seeking people
with
Fast food or management experience
Own car with insurance
Ability to handle people and paperwork
Immediate availability
While in training you receive:
Base week earnings from S2I5 to $250
-Company paid benefits including health, hospitahzation and life insurance, plus
income protection
t pun completion of training:
(Guaranteed salary plus 25 percent of the pre-tax profit of Ihe unit you manage
Paid vacation, sick days and personal days
Increased company paid benefits package
APPLY IN PKRSON between 630 and 830 p.m TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY ONLY
DOMINO'S PIZZA
119 S COLLINS
RICHMOND. KKNTUCKY

Pizza
For
Lunch

Means

the beginning ot an exciting
new era in midday dining
A Domino's pizza is great
when you're too busy to get
away, because we'll deliver
it to you. hot and delicious
within 30 minutes
So break up the routine have a
pizza lor lunch'
Hours:
11 00 am ■ 1 00 am Sun • Thurs
11 00 am - 2 00 am Fn - Sal

Dykes Insurance Agency
"Complete Insurance Service'
Second & Irvine
Richmond. Ky.

L

Phone
623-3105

e

Richmond TV. & Appliance
Center
We service all brands of color TV '$
radios and stereos Toshiba T V 's and
Tanglewood stereo's
Lany Meig Ph 62J 8849
Manager 227 W Irvine Richmond

ROBERTA'S FABRIC SHOP
Roberta's Fabric Sliop located on 215 K Main St . carries all lypes of
materials, patterns and supplies Remember Roberta's for your sewing
needs
Barger's Exxon

Hamm's Gulf

Student prices Quality laundry and
cleaning Located in the Powell
building

Ouick Service. Tire Sales. Dependable
Towing Service We'll come out and
start your car "
FKi. By PassPh 623 9711
Richmond, Ky

24 Hr Wrecker Service
Student Checks
EKU By Pass University Plan
Richmond Ky Ph 623 0604

Pro Muffler & Tire Center

Sammy's Tire Service Center

Service on moat makes and models
We sell Zenith and Quasar
312 W. Irvine St Ph 623 3272
Richmond. Ky

Quick repairs, competitive prices
Goodyear Tires
We accept Master Charge and Visa
Open 8 6 Ph 624 2100
1
E Mam b HaHie Irvine Richmond

Wrecker Service
Main Street '
Richmond. Ky

Roberta's Fabric Shop

Barger's Sunoco

Watson's T.V. Service

"All Kinds of Material'
Roberta 0 Deaton215E Mam St
623 0653 Richmond. KY

m

1N

Q Q. |
00/119 I4H

Campus Cleaners

1

EASY EXTRA INCOME $500 1000
Stuffing envelopes Guaranteed Send
sett addressed, stamped envelope to
DEXTER ENTERPRISES* 3039 Shrine
PI . La . LA 90067

DIAL

• composites
•groups

Michael Douglas
Suun Auspatch
1 40.3 40 5 40. 7 40. 9 40
Matinee Sal . Sun

IMPROVE
YOUR GRAOES1
Send
SI 00 lor your 306 page catalog ol
collegiate research 10.250 topics listed
8o> 2S097G Los Angelas California
90025 213 477 6226

Nighlwing does all lypes of music a
' liltle disco, easy listening and top 40
IUnes Nightwing is currently writing
some of its own material

r\j

JL:i

•gifts

Up In Smoke
'Exorcist

The band works on a short notue
basis They are currently working.on a
three hour show lo audition for summer
work in the Cincinnati-Dayton area

^ -

• graduation

RUNNING

D.in I'lieler. keyboards, and Kernnt
olive drums All the members are
music majors except Stevens

• -•')memhers of Cincinnati's University Singers do a auet during their concert
tours The group will be appearing on campus at 7:30 p.m. in the Rrock
Auditorium Admission is free

INOS
A

Nature tun yel to be proven less
creative ihan I he human ariisi despite
ihe mortal's progressively impressive
aiiempis and pariial successes.
I HI ea h and ever) form of an
sculptured, painted, musicalh presented >>i written there is found, in
natural 'Citings, the ancient and
Irequenlr) used pattern.
I he shapes and designs tound in
the most abstract of paintings and
sculptures are mere reproductions of
Mother Nature's dabhlings in art.
I he sweeping lines in the windNoun trees, the perfect circles of sun
and moon, the cones of fir and spruce
trees, the innumerable variations of
flowers, the three-dimensional oval ol
.in egg. the motile triangle -of
migrating geese and the four-sided
shapes caused bv the crossing of
h.'ii/ons. tree trunks and branches all
illustrate the origins ol man-made
n:a:vels.
I he cascade ol colors viewed in a
sunrise never fails to ••end artists
«vinr> me back 10 their paint cans for
richei and more alive hues.
I he spring flowers, bright redbirds
and siihile tones ol streams are vet to

Mtdmte Movie

Cincy
Singers to
appear on
campus

Tuna ups tires, batteries
24 Hr Wrecker Service
Off the Eastern By Pass
Richmond. Ky Ph 623 5169

Rick's Chevron
AD types ot Mechanic work done.
Check our prices on tires and batter A
Eastern By Pass by Holiday Inn
Phona 623 5026

Fast, Fro* Delivery
119 S Collins
633-7224
We 'esvrve trie i^m 10
MTHI our deiive'y ■*•*
topy'Kjnl 1979
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"Dancers Dancing Dances" in Weaver tonight

University Dance Theatre
waltzes to annual concert
The I niversity Dame Theatre will
present its annual fall concert.
"Dancers Dam-inn Dances" tonight at
« :» p m in the Weaver (iymnasium
The program is free and open to the

public

Appearing with the dancers as guest
artists will he Traci MacDonald. a
former soloist with the Martha (iraham
I'nmpany of New York City who last
vear was Artist in Residence at the
I'niversily. and Modern DanceKentucky, a l.exingtnn based company
of professional dancers

The program will include "Italian
Quadrille plus One." choreographed by
Deborah Smith, faculty member and
former dancer with the Israel Ballet:
"Flirtatious Hoedown." directed by
Juan Howe, alumnae member; ". . .
And Then There Were None."
choreographed by Tina \sesterj vice
president: and "Kauai ImmesSions."
to the music of Sc
.loplui by Virginia
Vill .links, advise.
(iuest artist presentations will include "Sahana Shiva." an invocation to
the Kast Indian god of dance and

dances to the poetry of K K Oummings These are under the direction of
Traci MacDonald who will also dance in
these works
Modern Dance-Kentucky will present
"Overture" by Penny Burr Pinson.
artistic director and "Straight Leaving
Different Circles" by Jessica l/xkhart
plus "Car Parts" by Steven Potts,
company members.
A reception for guest artists and
those in attendance will be held immediately following the performance.

Double time
Two members of the Delta Omicron music fraternity sang a
dramatic-musical number at the musical sponsored by their
group along with Phi Mu Alpha, another music fraternity

Kach group has a musi" ale each vear and this year they were
a joint affair
_

ZZ Top 'show(s) no
mercy in new release
By KVrillFSTXMPS
Staff Writer
7. '/. Top's first album in over three
years proves to be worth the wail It's
entitled Dcgiielln.'' Spanish for "show
no mercy

Review

Blowin' in the wind

rive members ot the I'niversity faculty performed in a
woodwind ensemble Tuesday night The members were
liichard Bromley, flute. Alan Becler. oboe. Karl Thomas.

e'annet. Kichard Yeager. basson and David Gillum. French
horn 1 photo b\ Steve Brown I

T

This is really an impressive album
for the litlli' hand Irom Texas They
could have easily put out more ol the
same "red neck rock." but they didn't
This is good rhythm and blues
"Cheap Sunglasses" comes close 10

mniling like their earlier works, but
even tins one has a good blues style
Cool For Your Stockings
is a
slower paced cut. "She Uives My
Automobile" a faster one. yet they're
both w-nrthv "i any K&H critic's grade
ot A •
' All but two ol the ten songs are
original tiibbons Hill Beard com
IHisiimns with a line rendition ol the
Porter Haves classic "I Thank You
The guitar licks are excellent. Hilly
Clhbnns' vocals are gruff and driving,
anil all three have done saxaphone
work on the album

I <>r old '/. '/. Top tans, this is a little
more progressive, hut you'll still like it
and anyone who enjoys rhythm and
blues will love it

Movies
I he I niversity < 1'iiterhoard has. at the
rc<|iirsl of numerous students, resumed
its nighiiv movie presentation, Thi
moxies have moved, hswever, la thH
I-en ell I(IM>
I the ( oiiihs lluilriing
The lollouing is ihr conlinueri
sehcillilc-

linns . \i.\. yt - superman - 7. !I::MI
|> in

Fri.. \o\. in - Superman - 7. tl::tn p.m
Sal.. lice. I - Hooper - 7. •>. 12 midnight
Sun.. Dec. - - Hwaprr - 7. ti p.m.
Mon . Ilec. :'■ 't'he Inlaws • 7. !»::tll p.111
lues. Dec. I - The Inlaws - 7. 11:31 p in.
Wed.. Dee :. The Main Kvenl - 7. ••::»•
,1. m.
Ihm v HIT ,«. | he Main Kvenl - 7.1:111

p.m.
Fri.. Dee. 7
loose - : Mi.
Sal. Ilee s
Loose - :.::ii.
Sal.. Dec K

• Kverj Which Way But
!l.:i«. I.' midnight
- Kvery Which Way Bui
1:311 p.m.
. Midnight k\ press . 1:

midnight

^

University Center Board Presents

SPECIAL

Cincinnati's

Book Sale For
Christmas Gifts
See Your UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
WE

l

FIR5r

ATLAS
ANCIENT
WORLD

&

ANATOMY

fR^

ANO

J«K COUNTING

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 5TH, 7:30
Brock Auditorium - No Admission Charge
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Personal, medical, common
reasons for withdrawals
By HOB DOI l.\H
Newt Editor

Sign language
Students involved in

iho anti-Iran demonstration Nov. 15
llispl;i\ .1 h.H ! II .lllc • ikln which reflects their sentiments on

the month-old issue Between 200 and 300 people showed up in
the ravine to rally against Iran i photo by Steve Brown I

Police step up security
(Continued t.om iiaqe II

The Iraiimii \>.i> reportedly identified
as 18-year-nld V'aind Vazmnassab
Uiiic sn <i thai ihc student told police
thai Ins assailant asked him if he was
Iranian and tin" pushed him to the
urnuiiil when lie answered "yes "
The studei.i iried to break his fall
with his hand '•' rh ivas I'nnsequently
broken stated Lane
Ijflne added lhal the incident was
reported In |Niliee Inur hours after it
had occurred .mil that police and the
student returned to ihe l>ar. hul were
Unable to luid ihe mdiv idual involved in
the ineideni

No arrests resulted from the incident,
staled l.ane
Since the embassy takeover in
Tehran, a number of Iranian and other
Middle Kastern students at the
I Diversity have reportedly been
harassed and threatened
Then- have been "eports that a couple
"I foreign students were threatened by
lieople with guns
Reportedly, last
week, one student from Libya, who was
mistaken for an Iranian, had one of his
car windows smashed, according to a
imlice report
Lane said that he was unaware of
such reports and did not have any
knowledge on whether such incidents

had in fact occurred
According to John (ioolsby. security
specialist for campus security, his
office has not received any reports
concerning incidents of harassment or
violence directed at Iranian students
Me added, though, that the depart
ment along with others throughout the
country had been contacted by ambassadors of several foreign countries
in connection with the Iranian crisis
According to (ioolsby. the ambassadors
have
requested
that
Americans "show compassion" to
Iranian students and other Middle
Kastern students caught up in the
middle of the crisis

For some University students, the
semester ends much earlier than the
last day of classes and finals week.
These individuals are students who
withdraw or drop out of school for one
reason or another.
While the University lacks, for the
most part, documentation and information on students who drop out of
school without officially notifying
authorities, this is not the case for withdrawals.
The basic coordinators for men and
women who wish to withdraw from the
University are the dean of men and
dean of women, respectively.
"We're processed 192 imale student
withdrawals) as of this (point in the)
semester." said Dr. Howard Allen.
University dean of men.
He added that his office kept a running total of withdrawals during the
semester and tl .n prepared a semester
report at the conclusion of the semester
for the purpose of comparison with past
academic periods
AJIen noted that there were not that
many more withdrawals this semester,
as compared to past semesters at the
University, adding that basically the
numbers fluctuated from semester to
semester.
"Usually there are legitimate
reasons for withdrawals." said Allen,
futher expressing his contention that,
by and large, most of the students who
withdraw do so with the intention of
returning to the University or some
other institution
Allen stated that according to the
semester report from his office for the
Spring semester of 1979. the number
one reason for men to leave the
University was to take a job in order to
earn money
Personal, medical and financial
reasons in that order followed as the top
excuses for men withdrawing from the
University, according to Allen.
While Allen admitted that more
freshmen withdrew from school as
compared to other classifications, he
said that the reason might be that they
were greater in number
The reasons for women withdrawing
from the University were similar in
some respects, when compared with

school, there was no basic difference
■ between men or women.

ihe semester report of the same period
prepared by the Office of the Dean of
Women
According to the 1979 spring semester
report, a total of 165 women withdrew
from the University, with illness being
named as the reason for leaving school
by 38 of the women.
Illness was followed on the list of
excuses by personal reasons with 32
women leaving school on that account
and then family problems or responsibilities with 19.
Grades, difficulty in class or lack of
interest was fourth on the list with 15
women naming this as their motive for
leaving the University.
According to Jeannette Crockett
University dean of women, her office
has processed 282 official withdrawals
from women so far this semester.
"After Thanksgiving, there will be
alot of others (withdrawals)." said
Crockett, noting that this time was a
traditional withdrawal period, since
many students return from the holiday
with the realization that remaining in
school is a "fruitless effort "
Crockett expressed her belief, that in
her estimation, grades should be at the
top of the list in reasons for withdrawal
from school, since they often play a
part in any of the other reasons given.
She added, though, that most
students were hesitant to admit to a
failure in the academic area.
Crockett also stated that freshmen
led other classifications in withdrawals
among women at the University.
However, unlike Allen who suggested
that this was because of their numbers.
Crockett theorized that a freshman's
uncertainty about their future might be
ihe reason for their tendency to leave
school more often
than other
classifications.
I Hiring the fall semester of 1978 when
:tlH women withdrew from the
University. 132 were freshmen.
"I think this is consistant with
national norms." said Crockett about
Ihe tendency for freshmen to leave
school more frequently
She used the analogy that just as a
person who accumulates seniority with
a company is less likely to leave, the
same is generally true for a student
who increases in classification status
Concerning the periods when students
are moat likely to withdraw from

Allen stated that the greatest number
of withdrawals came early in the
semester, while the midterm period
ranked second.
"The day classes start, they start
withdrawing.' said Allen.
He added that currently, withdrawals
were few and averaging maybe one a
day
Crockett also said that most women
withdraw at the beginning of the
semester prior to the first six weeks,
which is also the only period that a
student can receive some type of refund
on Ihc (ees that were paid.
T\v second ranked period lor withdrawals enmn at midterms, while the
last day In dn>p a class and officially
withdraw irom the University which is
Nov 26 this year, ranks third, according to Crockett.
While the withdrawal rate at the
University has remained virtually at
the same level during the past
academic periods, both Allen and
Crockett expressed concern for those
students who drop out from the
University without officially withdrawing
"Those who drop out take many
forms." said Allen, who is a member of
a Student Affairs subcommittee known
as the Retention Committee, which is
concerned with the reasons that
students leave the University.
"/Ml students should withdraw who
don't
complete
this semester's
registration." said Allen, adding, "It's
to his advantage to withdraw."
Allen reminded students that they
were held accountable to the end of
each semester and if they left school
without officailly withdrawing, this,
action would be reflected in their'
grades and transcripts.
"Krom Ihe academic point of view,
that's the big disadvantage (of not
withdrawingi." said Allen.
Students dropping out of school
without officially withdrawing was a
subject that Crockett said "distresses
me "
"II lakes a lot of hard work to
overcome a semester of a 0.00 GPA,"
said Crockett about students who drop
out of school without withdrawing and
then return at some other time in their
lives
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